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Abstract
Chairperson: Dr. Julia Baldwin
The Clearwater metamorphic core complex (CMCC) in northern Idaho contains a rare
exposure of the contact of the basal section of the Mesoproterozoic Belt Supergroup with
underlying Paleoproterozoic basement. Prior to this study, this contact had not been well
documented. In addition, the rocks within the CMCC preserve a complex history of
metamorphism, including both Mesoproterozoic and Cretaceous-Eocene regional events. Detrital
zircon analysis of five coarsely recrystallized, clean quartzite samples at this contact reveal a
bimodal age distribution with peaks at around 1800 - 1900 Ma and 2650 Ma. Several grains are
younger than 1700 Ma, with the youngest being 1597 ± 37 Ma. These quartzites may correlate to
the Laurentian-sourced Neihart formation in Montana, given their stratigraphic position between
Paleoproterozoic basement and basal Belt Supergroup. The difference in detrital zircon
signatures is likely a refection of the variability in sediment provenance across the Belt basin.
The detrital zircon signature of a pre-Belt, locally derived metapelite yields a primary peak at
~1900 Ma and a secondary peak at~ 2600 Ma, with the youngest grain being 1706 ± 99 Ma.
Three pelites and one orthoamphibolite were selected for P-T-t analysis. U-Pb monazite
analysis by LA-ICP-MS was conducted on monazite mineral separates, as well as grains within
thin sections to preserve the petrographic context. Monazite armored in garnet cores preserves
Proterozoic metamorphism with 75 ~1.4 - 1.3 Ga grains and 5 ~1.1 Ga grains. 118 monazite
within kyanite and staurolite porphyroblasts, matrix monazite, and monazite separates record a
strong overprinting at 80-60 Ma, correlative to a ~65 Ma felsic pegmatite adjacent to a
dominantly Cretaceous pelite. Proterozoic metamorphism is best preserved within the
orthoamphibolite, whereas the pelites are dominantly Cretaceous. Re-equilibration of these rocks
during Cretaceous metamorphism occurred at upper amphibolite conditions. Phase equilibria
modeling likely reflects Cretaceous metamorphism during Sevier crustal thickening and
associated magmatism, with peak conditions of ~7-8 kbar and ~660°C. The results of this
research offer insights into the variable nature of the contact of basal BSG with Paleoproterozoic
basement, in addition to providing resolution of the Mesoproterozoic to Cretaceous metamorphic
evolution of the CMCC.
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1. Introduction
The formation and modification of the North American craton preceding and during
construction of the Rodinian supercontinent is not well-documented. This is partly because the
deep crustal rocks that preserve a record of these events are seldom exposed at surface. Core
complex development in the northern Rockies in Tertiary time exhumed Precambrian basement
from 30-40 km in some complexes. These exposures can offer insight into the assembly and
modification of the North American craton, providing valuable data to assess tectonic
reconstruction models of the Rodinian supercontinent.
The Clearwater metamorphic core complex, located in northern Idaho, exposes a variety of
rocks that preserve a complicated multi-episodic history. Precambrian rocks of the Clearwater
complex record the Proterozoic assembly and modification of northwestern Laurentia. The rocks
preserve a complex metamorphic history spanning from the Mesoproterozoic, to substantial
overprinting during Cretaceous crustal thickening and magmatism, and ending with exhumation
during Eocene extension. The widespread exposure of basement rocks is unique in comparison to
other Cordilleran core complexes, making the Clearwater an important location for
understanding the assembly of western Laurentia.
The oldest rocks exposed within the Clearwater complex are Paleoproterozoic metaanorthosite and orthogneiss (Doughty et al., 2007; Doughty and Chamberlain 2007; Vervoort et
al., 2015). These basement rocks are part of the Selway terrane, a poorly exposed region
consisting of 2.4-1.6 Ga rocks, distinctly younger than the basement-cored Laramide uplifts to
the east that expose rocks of the Archean Wyoming craton (Foster et al., 2007). Overlying the
basement rocks, in both depositional and fault contact, is a rare exposure of the basal section of
the Belt Supergroup. These rocks were deposited on top of the Paleoproterozoic crystalline
basement 1.47-1.38 Ga within an intracratonic rift basin that covered much of the region (Lewis
et al. 2007; Ross and Villeneuve, 2003; Vervoort et al., 2015). Historically, the structural and
depositional relationships of the Belt Supergroup to the underlying basement have not been well
documented. In addition, although the polymetamorphic history of the rocks is recognized, the
extent and timing of Cretaceous overprinting of Proterozoic metamorphic assemblages is not
well understood.
This research investigates: 1) the nature of the contact of the Belt Supergroup with the
underlying Paleoproterozoic basement by integrating structural mapping and dating of both
igneous lithologies to determine crustal formation age as well as detrital zircon geochronology of
quartzite units to determine depositional ages, and 2) the metamorphic history of amphibolite
facies metapelites within the Clearwater complex by determining P-T-t paths and placing
temporal constraints on these paths using U-Th-Pb dating of monazite. The overall objective of
this research is to place physical and temporal constraints on the Proterozoic events that affected
these rocks. However, Cretaceous overprinting is so profound in the region that its significance
cannot be ignored. As a result, this research investigates a large span of geologic time, from the
genesis of the metasedimentary rocks within the complex through their multi-episodic
metamorphic history.
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2. Geologic Setting
2.1 North American Cordilleran core complexes
The Clearwater metamorphic core complex is one of over twenty-five known core
complexes located within the North American Cordillera, forming a ~200-km-wide sinuous belt
stretching from southern Canada into northwestern Mexico (Armstrong, 1982; Bendick and
Baldwin, 2009). Exhumed during Tertiary regional extension, the Cordilleran core complexes
exhume ductilely deformed middle to lower crustal rocks that are overprinted by brittle
extensional features (Fig. 1) (Coney, 1980; Crittenden, 1980; Armstrong, 1982; Stevens et al.,
2015). The northern Cordilleran core complexes are positioned in the hinterland of the
Cordilleran fold and thrust belt, exposing polygenetic rocks that contain evidence of
Mesoproterozoic deformation and were exhumed during Eocene-Paleocene extension. The
monogenetic southern Cordilleran core complexes, in contrast, are exclusively the result of
Oligocene-Miocene exhumation (Coney, 1980; Armstrong, 1982; Coney and Harms, 1984;
Stevens et al., 2015). Peak metamorphism of the northern Cordillera core complexes occurred
during Sevier-Laramide crustal thickening and magmatism. Long-lived subduction of the
Farallon plate caused lithospheric heating and imbrication, forming an overthickened crustal
welt, 50-60-km-thick, along the Cordilleran hinterland (Coney, 1980; Armstrong, 1982; Coney
and Harms, 1984; Bendick and Baldwin; 2009). Associated magmatism and intrusion of large
plutons, such as the Idaho batholith, locally amplified the regional metamorphism of country
rocks (Armstrong 1982; Doughty and Chamberlain, 2007). During Cenozoic time, deep-seated
crustal extension, aided by a thermal pulse of magmatism and gravitational collapse of the
overthickened Sevier orogen, unroofed the northern Cordilleran core complexes, superimposing
extensional features onto the ductilely deformed continental crust (Coney, 1980; Armstrong,
1982; Coney and Harms, 1984; Stevens et al., 2015).
Within the northern Cordillera, the Clearwater metamorphic core complex forms a
sinistral line with the Priest River, Bitterroot and Anaconda core complexes (Fig. 1). These core
complexes are located within the western margin of the North American craton, far inland of the
87
Sr/86Sr =0.706 line (Armstrong, 1982; Bendick and Baldwin, 2009; Stevens et al., 2015), and
exhume metamorphosed rocks of the Belt Supergroup and underlying basement (Stevens et al.,
2015). The depths from which the core complexes were exhumed decrease from the north (33
km, Priest River) to the south (4 km, Anaconda) (Bendick and Baldwin, 2009). The Clearwater
complex was exhumed from 36-26 km and contains rocks that preserve Proterozoic to
Cretaceous-Eocene metamorphism (Bendick and Baldwin, 2009).
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Figure 1. Map of the western U.S. showing the distribution of North, Central and Southern
Tertiary metamorphic core complexes, location of the Peninsular Ranges batholith, Sierra Nevada
batholith, Idaho batholith and Coast Ranges - North Cascades batholith, the limit of Sevier thrust
front, the 87Sr/86Sr=0.706 line marking the boundary between accreted terranes and craton, and the
Lewis and Clark fault zone (modified from and Coney et al., 1980; Stevens et al., 2015).
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2.2 Structure of the Clearwater metamorphic core complex
The Clearwater metamorphic core complex occupies an Eocene relay zone in the Lewis
and Clark fault line (Fig. 2), and is separated into an internal zone and external zone based on
structure and metamorphic grade. (Doughty et al., 2007). Exposed as two dome-shaped
culminations (Fig. 3), the internal zone is comprised of highly deformed metamorphosed
Paleoproterozic basement (Hietanen, 1963a, 1963b, 1984; Doughty and Chamberlain, 2007;
Lewis et al., 2007). Surrounding the high-grade polymetamorphic internal zone, the external
zone is comprised of amphibolite facies metamorphic rocks (Fig. 3 & 4). The rocks of the
Clearwater complex are exposed in several Juxtaposed tectonic blocks, separated by thrust and
detachment faults, indicating the occurrence of multiple metamorphic and deformational events.
Five tectonic blocks have been identified, from the lowest upward, they are referred to as the
Goat Mountain block, the Cornwall Creek block, the Grandmother Mountain block, the Lookout
Mountain block and the Clarkia block (Baldwin et al., 2016) (Fig. 3). The internal zone primarily
consists of the Goat Mountain block, while the surrounding external zone consists of the
Cornwall Creek block, the Grandmother Mountain block and the Lookout Mountain block. The
Clarkia block overlies the internal and external zones, extending beyond the bounding faults of
the complex.
Strike-slip faults bound the northern and southern extent of the Clearwater complex;
locally these faults are the St. Joe fault and the Canyon/Benton Creek faults respectively. Normal
faults bound the western and eastern extents of the complex. On the west is the White Rock fault
and the east is the Collins Creek fault (Fig. 3). The tectonic blocks within the complex contain
Paleoproterozoic basement rocks that structurally overlie Mesoproterozoic rocks of the Belt
Supergroup. The structurally lowest tectonic block, the Goat Mountain block, is bounded by two
detachment faults, the Orphan Point fault to the west and Jug Rock to the east. The Goat
Mountain block is comprised of 1787 Ma anorthosite and Al-Mg-enriched gneiss interleaved
with sills of 1587 Ma amphibolite (Hietanen, 1956, 1963a, 1969b, 1984; Nord, 1973; Juras,
1974; Doughty et al., 2007; Doughty and Chamberlain, 2007). The Cornwall Creek tectonic
block overlies the Goat Mountain block. It is comprised of metasedimentary Mesoproterozoic
rocks of the Belt Supergroup and various mafic sills (Baldwin et al., 2016). Overlying the
Cornwall Creek block is a basement thrust sheet comprised of Paleoproterozoic orthogneiss and
coarse-grained garnet schist. This thrust sheet is referred to as the Grandmother Mountain block
and is the hanging wall of the west-dipping Orphan point detachment fault bounding the internal
zone. The Orphan point detachment fault transitions to the east-dipping Widow Mountain normal
fault to the north, where the Lookout Mountain block is the hanging wall. The Lookout
Mountain block overlies the Grandmother Mountain block is comprised of Pre-Belt quartzite,
Mesoproterozoic metasedimentary rocks of the Belt Supergroup and Eocene intrusive rocks
(Doughty at al., 2007) (Fig. 3 & 4).
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Figure 2. General map showing the regional geology of northern Idaho, and the location of the
Clearwater complex and other proximal core complexes. Modified from Baldwin et al. (2016).
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Figure 3. Map of the tectonic blocks and bounding faults of the Clearwater metamorphic core
complex modified from Baldwin et al. (2016).
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Figure 4. Geologic map of the western Clearwater core complex modified from Baldwin et al.
(2016).
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2.3 Geology of the Clearwater metamorphic core complex
The Clearwater metamorphic core complex exposes a mosaic of metamorphosed
Neoarchean-Proterozoic basement, overlying Mesoproterozoic metasedimentary rocks, and
numerous intrusive Cretaceous-Eocene plutonic rocks (Table 1).

Basement rocks
The oldest rocks exposed within the Clearwater complex are Neoarchean and
Paleoproterozoic orthogneiss. Located along the western margin of Laurentia as part of the
Selway terrane (Foster et al., 2007), the two generations of orthogneiss represent two main
periods of crustal formation. A 2670 Ma orthogneiss is located in the southern part of the
complex (Fig. 4) (Vervoort et al., 2015). It contains entirely juvenile zircon grains with no
inherited cores, representing the formation of juvenile continental crust. In contrast, the 1860 Ma
orthogneiss, located in the western part of the core complex, contains juvenile zircon grains as
well as grains with inherited cores of 2670 Ma. This generation represents the incorporation of
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the older crust as well as the formation of juvenile rocks (Vervoort et al., 2015). Outcropping
with the 1860 Ma orthogneiss, are exposures of coarse-grained garnet schist. This amphibolite
facies rock possesses complex, multi-scale folding and a mineralogy that reflects multiple
deformational and metamorphic events. The schist contains abundant cm-scale garnets with
obvious younger rims, multiple generations of monazite grains and sparse Al-silicates
documented at Freezeout Ridge and Widow Mountain (Fig. 4).
A 1779 Ma anorthosite outcrops in two large lens-shaped masses and numerous small
lenses (Doughty et al., 2007; Doughty and Chamberlain, 2007; Vervoort et al., 2015). Although
igneous in origin, multiple metamorphic events have overprinted primary igneous features and
created a strong metamorphic foliation (Mora at al., 1999; Doughty and Chamberlain, 2007). The
mineralogy of the anorthosite indicates the occurrence of at least three separate metamorphic
events. Two generations of plagioclase feldspar, and all three aluminum silicate minerals occur
together in some rocks (Hietanen, 1963b; Carey at al., 1992; Mora at al., 1999). Overlying the
anorthosite is Al-Mg enriched schist referred to as the Boehls Butte Formation. This schist
typically contains over 40% Al-silicates, with kyanite as long as 25 cm (Hietanen, 1963b; Carey
et al., 1992). Based on detrital zircon data, Doughty and Chamberlain (2007) interpreted the
maximum timing of deposition to be 1683-1642 Ma, during the crystallization of the basement.
Intercalated with the anorthosite is a 1587 Ma garnet amphibolite. The amphibolite originated as
tholeiitic basalt generated from a poorly preserved rifting event (Doughty et al., 2007; Doughty
& Chamberlain, 2007).
The Belt Supergroup
Unconformably overlying the basement rocks within the Clearwater complex is the basal
section of the Belt Supergroup. Regionally it is a relatively pure quartzite unit, commonly
referred to as the Neihart formation, that marks the bottom of the Belt Supergroup. The quartzite
is interpreted to represent the remnants of a widespread sheet sandstone that may have covered
much of western Laurentia (Winston et al., 1989). Conversely, the quartzite may be composed of
eolian-transported quartz grains and pebbles, deposited in a braided fluvial system and nearshore
environment of a developing rift basin (Schieber et al., 1989). The intracratonic rift basin in
which the rocks of the Belt Supergroup were deposited is thought to have developed quickly due
to widespread regional extension ~1.4 Ga (Ross and Villeneuve, 2003). Syn-depositional faults
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as well as mafic sills and dikes resulted from the extension. Several pulses of tholeiitic mafic
sills, at 1468 Ma, 1455 Ma, 1443 Ma and 1380 Ma, accompanied by pyroxene gabbros at 1453
Ma and 1467 Ma, intruded and
metamorphosed the underlying
basement rocks and contemporaneous
sediment of the Belt-Supergroup (Ross
and Villeneuve, 2003; Doughty et al.,
2007; Doughty & Chamberlain, 2007;
Zirakparvar et al., 2010). A tectonically
active western margin of the basin
provided a source for the basin infill and
caused large-scale facies patterns to
form. The widespread extension,
coupled with tectonic activity, caused
rapid subsidence of the basin and
subsequent rapid sedimentation (Ross
and Villeneuve, 2003). The basal
section of the Belt Supergroup, exposed
within the Clearwater core complex,
consists of the Prichard, Ravalli and the
Wallace Formations. The deposition of
these rocks occurred between 1.47 and
1.38 Ga (Ross et al., 1992; Ross and
Villeneuve, 2003; Lewis et al., 2007;
Vervoort et al., 2015). The Prichard
Formation is the lowest stratigraphic
formation and overlies the Neihart
quartzite. It consists of rusty-weathering
mica schist, often with small mm-scale
garnet and thin granitic stringers. Lewis
et al., (2007) interpreted the rocks of the
Prichard Formation to be turbidite
deposits. The Ravalli Formation overlies
the Prichard Formation. Within the core
complex, this formation consists of
Figure 5. Representative stratigraphic section through the
white/gray quartzite layers that grade
Belt Supergroup. Modified from Ross and Villeneuve
into lime-silicate rock (Hietanen, 1963b;
(2003) and Aleinikoff et al., (2015).
Lewis et al., 2007). Overlying the
Ravalli Formation, the Wallace
Formation is a medium-grade metamorphic rock with alternating layers of garnet mica schist and
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calc-silicate gneiss to quartzite (Hietanen, 1963c; Lewis at al., 2007; Nesheim et al., 2011). The
Wallace Formation is coarser-grained within the central and southern part of the complex, with
the bulk mineralogy consisting of quartz, biotite, muscovite and garnet with kyanite, staurolite or
sillimanite (Hietanen, 1963c) (Fig. 5).
Mesoproterozoic metamorphism
The western margin of Laurentia was tectonically active from ~1.4-1.0 Ga, during the assembly
of the supercontinent Rodinia (Nesheim et al., 2011). This tectonism is evident within the
Clearwater complex as two distinct metamorphic events at ~1.4-1.3 Ma and ~1.1-1.0 Ga
(Doughty and Chamberlain, 1996; Zirakparvar et al., 2010; Nesheim et al., 2011). The Kootenay
orogeny occurred ~1.4-1.3 Ga and affected rocks from southern Idaho to southern British
Columbia and into northwestern Montana (Obradovich and Peterman, 1968; McMechan and
Price, 1982; Anderson and Davis, 1995; Aleinikoff et al., 2013, 2015; Nesheim et al., 2011).
This event triggered renewed subsidence of the Belt basin accompanied by crustal thickening
and magmatism resulting in partial melting of Lower Belt units and staurolite grade
metamorphism (Doughty and Chamberlain, 1996; Zirakparvar et al., 2010; Nesheim et al., 2011).
A Grenville aged metamorphic event ~1.1-1.0 Ga occurred along western Laurentia during the
collision with a plate (craton?) of unknown affinity (Zirakparvar et al., 2010; Nesheim et al.,
2011). This regional metamorphic event extended from Idaho to British Columbia and into
western Montana (Obradovich and Peterman, 1968; Zirakparvar et al., 2010; Nesheim et al.,
2011).
Cretaceous magmatism and metamorphism
Throughout the complex are several Cretaceous intrusive bodies. These range from
quartz diorite to quartz monzonite to granite (Hietanen, 1963c). During the Cretaceous,
voluminous plutonic rocks of the Idaho batholith intruded the region, corresponding to the
formation of the Cordilleran fold and thrust belt and local strike-slip faults (Foster et al., 2007).
Within the Clearwater complex are several quartz diorite satellite plutons of the Idaho batholith
associated with Cretaceous magmatism (Doughty et al., 2007). Regional metamorphism and
deformation related to the intrusion of the Idaho batholith are recorded within the country rocks
surrounding the batholith. Along the northern border of the Idaho batholith, rocks composed
primarily of the Mesoproterozoic Belt Supergroup show increasing metamorphic grade from
biotite-grade schist in the north to kyanite and sillimanite bearing schist in the south (Hietanen,
1963b, 1968; Lang and Rice, 1985, Doughty and Chamberlain, 2007).
Eocene extension and magmatism
Exhumation of the Clearwater complex occurred in Eocene time due to east-west regional
extension that stretched from northern Washington to Montana (Doughty et al., 2007; Foster et
al., 2007). The extensional event occurred along pre-existing plate boundaries, triggered by the
collapse of the Cordilleran orogenic wedge and widespread magmatism caused by an influx of
heat due to the slab window opening beneath the western Cordillera (Foster et al., 2007). The
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focus of the extension jumps from the Columbia Plateau 100 km west to Montana. The jump
caused a right-lateral strike-slip fault to form, offsetting the two regions of extension. This
continental scale strike-slip fault is referred to as the Lewis and Clark fault zone and stretches
>300 km from western Idaho to east-central Montana (Doughty et al., 2007). Linking the dextral
displacement of the Lewis and Clark fault line are several small zones of extension. Within these
zones, several core complexes of similar lithology have formed. The Clearwater complex
occupies a northwest to south-east directed relay zone, the Priest River complex inhabits an east
to northeast-directed extensional zone, and the Bitterroot and Anaconda complexes occupy east
to southeast directed extension zones (Fig. 1) (Foster et al., 2007). The Clearwater complex was
exhumed from depths of 20-30 km at a pressure of 6-11Kbar (Doughty et al., 2007). 40Ar/39Ar
closure temperatures indicate that exhumation of the Clearwater occurred in stages, beginning
with the internal zone 48 Ma, and continued with the eastern external zone 48-41 Ma and
western external zone 44-41Ma (Guevara, 2012).
Eocene regional extension, coincident with the collapse of the thickened Sevier orogeny
and exhumation of core complexes, was accompanied by the intrusion of granitic epizonal
plutons along fault zones (Heitanen, 1963c; Lewis et al., 2002; Burmester et al., 2004; Doughty
et al., 2007; Doughty and Chamberlain, 2007). The Roundtop pluton (48 Ma; Marvin et al.,
1984) and Beaver Creek pluton (~46 Ma; Burmester et al., 2004) (Fig. 4) intruded into
transtensional gaps of bounding strike-slip faults, and contain shear structures and mineral
lineations that resulted from Eocene deformation and exhumation (Burmester et al., 2004).

3. Previous Work: Igneous and Metamorphic Age Constraints
3.1. Pre-Belt metamorphism
The earliest metamorphic event documented within the Clearwater complex occurred at
~1.46 Ga during the deposition of the Belt Supergroup. Regional extension and associated
intrusion of mafic sills resulted in contact metamorphism of the surrounding rocks. The rocks
near Boehls Butte locally preserve this metamorphic event (Fig. 4) (Ross and Villeneuve, 2003;
Zirakparvar et al., 2010). The Boehls Butte schist at Goat Mountain yielded a Lu-Hf garnet age
of 1463 ± 24 Ma (Zirakparvar et al., 2010), likely corresponding to an adjacent amphibolite body
that yielded a U-Pb crystallization age of 1467 ± 1.2 Ma (Doughty and Chamberlain, 2006).
Regionally, the ~1450 Ma metamorphic event is documented by 1470-1430 Ma amphibolite
bodies within the Hauser Lake gneiss in the Priest River core complex (Doughty and
Chamberlain, 2008), as well as by the 1468 Ma Moyie sills in British Columbia (Anderson and
Davis, 1995).
3.2. 1.40-1.30 Ga metamorphism
A poorly understood metamorphic event affected the rocks of the Clearwater complex
~1.4 to 1.3 Ga. Cores of garnet porphyroblasts from Clarkia (Fig. 4), and within the northeastern
part of the complex at Snow Peak yielded an age of ~1330 Ma (Nesheim et al, 2011) and
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preliminary data from monazite geochronology yield ages from 1.4 Ga to 1.3 Ga (Baldwin et al.,
2017). External to the Clearwater complex, the ~1.4 Ga event is documented by a Lu-Hf garnet
age of ~1379 ± 8 Ma from the Prichard schist within the Priest River complex (Griggs, 1973;
Zirakparvar et al., 2010), in addition to ~ 1379 Ma augen gneiss from the Dent Bridge area in
central Idaho (Lewis et al., 2007b) and a ~1378 Ma mafic diabase in the Salmon River area of
Idaho (Doughty and Chamberlain, 1996). Although this event is not well documented yet,
preliminary data suggests that it correlates with the East Kootenay orogeny of southeast British
Columbia. This regional metamorphic event occurred between 1.4 Ga and 1.3 Ga, stretching
from southern Idaho to British Columbia and into western Montana (Obradovich and Peterman,
1968; Anderson and Davis, 1995; McMechan and Price, 1982; Aleinikoff et al., 2010;
Zirakparvar et al., 2010; Nesheim et al., 2011). Contractional deformation and crustal thickening
during this event resulted in regional amphibolite facies metamorphism (Nesheim et al., 2011).
3.3 1.1 Ga metamorphism
A small number of whole garnets and garnet rims from Clarkia, Snow Peak, and Goat
Mountain yielded an age of ~1.0 - 1.1 Ga (Zirakparvar., 2010; Nesheim et al., 2011), indicating
the occurrence of a Grenville age metamorphic event along northwestern Laurentia. Deformation
and metamorphic fabrics from this event suggest it may have overprinted many of the effects of
the East Kootenay orogeny in northern Idaho (Nesheim et al., 2011). Zirakparvar (2010) and
Nesheim (2011), suggest that the ~1.1 Ga event occurred over a broad region along northwest
Laurentia during the final assembly of the Rodinian supercontinent.
3.4 Cretaceous metamorphism
Peak metamorphism of the Clearwater core complex related to the Sevier orogeny
occurred ≥ 80 to 56 Ma coincident with the intrusion of the Idaho batholith (Lang and Rice,
1985b; Grover et al., 1992). Geochronological analysis of zircon rims and fractured zircons
grains from the Jug Rock shear zone (Fig. 4) provides age constraints for peak metamorphism
(Doughty et al., 2007; Doughty and Chamberlain, 2007). Within the external zone, two pulses
(ca. 72-74 Ma; 80-82 Ma) of Cretaceous metamorphism are recorded within rocks that reequilibrated at ~9 kbar and ~650°C, with local re-equilibration of some mineral phases at 6 kbar
and 623°C prior to 54 Ma (Doughty et al., 2007). In contrast, rocks within the internal zone lack
any record of Cretaceous metamorphism and record a peak metamorphic event at 64 Ma and 5955 Ma (Doughty et al., 2007), in addition to a profound 48 Ma overprint (Baldwin, 2016;
personal communication). This event is likely due to the migration of fluids derived from Eocene
plutons (Doughty et al., 2007), and may be related to the initial phase of exhumation (Mora et al.,
1999; Doughty at el., 2007).
3.5. Eocene metamorphism and core complex formation
The Clearwater core complex was exhumed in the Eocene due to rapid regional extension
and unroofing of the thickened Sevier hinterland (Grover at al., 1992).The final metamorphic
episode to affect the rocks of the Clearwater complex occurred along bounding faults and
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internal shear zones during exhumation of the complex. 40Ar/39Ar mica cooling ages record
exhumation of the complex between 54 and 41 Ma (Carey et al., 1992; Doughty et al., 2007).
Near-isothermal decompression characterizes the Eocene metamorphic event. Garnet-biotite
geothermobarometry and plagioclase bearing equilibria provided pressure and temperature
constraints of 4-6 kbar and 650-750°C (Grover at al., 1992; Doughty et al., 2007). Isothermal
decompression and fluid infiltration resulted in complex and contradictory mineral paragenesis
in which low-pressure minerals grew and replaced or partially replaced other minerals (Carey et
al., 1992; Grover et al., 1992; Mora et al., 1999).
3.6 Summary
Due to the multiple metamorphic events, textures and minerals that formed during the
Proterozoic were often replaced and recrystallized by later events. Peak metamorphism during
the Cretaceous affected most of the lithologies within the western external zone. Several rocks
within the vicinity of Crater Peak (Fig. 4) contain ideal mineral assemblages for P-T-t analysis,
and are used to determine the conditions and timing of the Cretaceous re-equilibration. In
addition, the presence of a clean quartzite at the contact of the basal Belt Supergroup and
underlying basement exposed within the western external zone provides an excellent opportunity
for determining the nature of this contact and timing of deposition of this unit.
4. Methods
To delineate the contact of the Belt Supergroup with the underlying basement rocks, this
study focused on identifying previously uncharacterized quartzite and metapelite units to
determine if they are Paleoproterozoic basement or Belt Supergroup rocks. Methods employed
were geologic mapping, petrographic analysis, and U-Pb zircon geochronology. In addition, to
provide constraints on the timing and P-T conditions of metamorphism, this research also
focused on U-Pb monazite geochronology and phase equilibria modeling of metapelites from the
Grandmother Mountain tectonic block.
4.1 Geologic map
The mapping area covers ~30 mi2 in the St. Joe National Forest in northern Idaho. This
includes portions of the Grandmother Mountain and Widow Peak USGS 7.5 minute quadrangles.
Roughly bounding the area is Lookout Mountain to the northeast, Orphan Point to the east,
Freezeout Ridge to the south, and Freezeout Saddle to the west (Plate 1). A cross-section from
Freezeout ridge to Widow Mountain illustrates the structures of the complex (Plate 2). In
addition, two schematic stratigraphic sections were constructed to illustrate the lithological
complexity of outcrops where samples were collected for U-Pb monazite analysis and P-T
modeling (Fig 12 & 14). The locations are south of Crater Peak and the ridgeline south of
Widow Mountain (Fig. 4).
4.2 Petrography and SEM analysis
The petrographic analysis was conducted through the study of polished thin sections
using a petrographic microscope, supplemented by compositional maps obtained with energy
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dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (ESD) and backscattered electron images (BSE) at the University
of Montana. SEM-EDS images were acquired with the Tescan Vega-3 LM Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM) and Oxford Instruments 80 mm2 X-Max SDD energy-dispersive analytical
system coupled with the AZtec software. To conduct chemical analysis of minerals, the
instrument was calibrated to a range of natural and synthetic standards that then had the XPP
matrix correction (Newbury and Ritchie, 2013) applied to them. The goal of the petrographic
analysis was to characterize the mineralogy and texture of each sample, identify peak mineral
assemblages, and locate and characterize the accessory phase petrology (Table 2).
Full section BSE images were collected to serve as a guide for EDS full section
chemistry maps, garnet maps, monazite maps and mineral chemical analysis. To determine the
mineral chemistry of the rocks and to locate Ce-rich monazite grains, entire thin sections were
mapped and imaged using the SEM-EDS. To gain insight into the garnet growth history and aid
in determining the metamorphic history of these rocks, major elemental maps of garnet (Ca, Mn,
Mg, Al, Fe, Si) were collected with the SEM-EDS. These major elemental maps revealed
multiple generations of garnet growth where present. To conduct the U-Th-Pb
petrochronological analysis of monazite, the grains were first mapped and imaged using the
SEM-EDS. BSE image and EDS maps of full thin sections were collected with the SEM to
locate grains in the thin sections. Elemental Y and Th grain maps were collected for individual
grains to assess intragrain variability that may correspond to distinct growth episodes.
Major element mineral chemistry was determined by calibrating the SEM-EDS to a range
of natural standards. For chemical spot analyses, accelerating voltage was 20 kV, beam current
1.4 nA, and live counting time was set at 120 seconds. Spot analysis was conducted with a
focused beam producing results that were standardized and unnormalized. These analyses were
conducted in-situ within polished thin section by the SEM-EDS. Quantitative spot analyses was
collected from garnet, kyanite, and staurolite porphyroblasts; porphyroblast inclusions; matrix
grains of plagioclase, biotite, muscovite, ilmenite and chlorite where present. Elemental maps of
garnet displaying chemical zoning of several major elements were used to guide placement of the
quantitative spot analysis.

4.3 U-Pb zircon geochronology
U-Pb detrital zircon geochronology was conducted in order to identify detrital zircon
populations of several quartzite units and one pelitic unit selected based on their location and
mineralogy. Selected samples were crushed and pulverized in order to separate the zircon using
standard density and magnetic mineral separation methods. About 500 randomly selected detrital
zircon grains from each quartzite sample and about 170 handpicked zircon grains from the pelitic
sample were mounted in epoxy grain mounts and polished to expose the interiors of grains. To
enable imaging of the grains, the grain mounts were coated with a thin layer of carbon by a
sputter coater. Imaging was accomplished using cathodoluminescence (CL) with the SEM. These
images aided in guiding the placement of spots during analysis. All steps preceding the
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geochronological analysis were completed at the University of Montana. ~100 of the ~500
detrital zircon grains were randomly selected for U-Pb isotope analysis.
U-Pb igneous zircon geochronology was conducted in order to determine the timing of
crystallization of a pegmatite and gneissic lens within the course-grained garnet schist at Widow
Mountain and east of Crater Peak (Fig. 4). Separation and data collection of igneous zircon
grains employed the same methods as the detrital grains but focused on selected the clearest,
most pristine grains.
All laser ablation–inductively coupled plasma–mass spectrometry (LA‑ICP‑MS) zircon
analyses were conducted at Washington State University using a Teledyne Excite-193 nm laser
attached to a Thermo Finnigan Element2 single-collector ICP-MS. The laser spot size was 25
µm, and the repetition rate was set to 10 Hz. Aerosol produced during ablation was transported to
the plasma by He carrier gas and mixed with Ar gas. Each analysis involved blank (laser off) and
sample measurements (laser on) consisting of 250 scans across masses 202, 204, 206, 207, 208,
232, 235, and 238 for a total time of ~25s (Chang et al., 2006). Each analysis was firstly
corrected for down-hole fractionation by exponential fit in Iolite (Paton et al, 2011), then
corrected for U/Pb fractionation by normalizing to reference materials. The well-known problem
of accurately determining 204Pb during laser analyses (due to interferences from 204Hg present in
the He carrier gas) precluded performing precise 204Pb-based common Pb corrections. The
primary standard was Plešovice (337 Ma; Sláma et al., 2008) for 206/238 and 207/235, and FC1
(1099 Ma; Paces and Miller, 1993) for 207/206. This study used zircon standard 91500 (1065
Ma; Wiedenbeck et al., 1995) for quality control. The Iolite software package was used for data
analysis (Paton et al., 2011), and Isoplot was used to plot the concordia diagrams (Ludwig,
2003).
4.4 U-Th-Pb monazite geochronology
U-Th-Pb monazite dating of grains within the petrographic context (petrochronology) in
addition to physically separated grains provided constraints on the timing of metamorphism. The
analysis of monazite grains within thin section provides a petrographic context for the age data.
SEM- EDS and petrographic analysis allowed for characterization of the mineralogy and texture
of the rocks.
In order to conduct the petrochronology study, samples with the appropriate mineral
assemblages were fashioned into polished thin sections. To gain a proxy for the accuracy of the
in-situ method of dating monazite, and because physically separating grains may enable larger
grains to be analyzed that might not occur at that scale in thin section, this study also conducted
U-Th-Pb analysis on monazite separates. The separation and mounting of monazite followed the
same procedure as described in section 2.3 with the exception that the clearest and most pristine
grains were handpicked. After the thin sections and grain mounts were polished and coated with
carbon with the sputter coater, BSE images, and Y and Th elemental grain maps were collected
with the SEM-EDS.
U-Th-Pb analysis on monazite separates, and monazite samples analyzed in-situ in thin
section used a Teledyne Excite 193nm laser attached to a Thermo Finnigan Element2 single16

collector ICP-MS at Washington State University. A spot size of 10 um was used with a
repetition of 5 Hz and a photon fluence of ~2-3 J cm-2.
Three standards were measured along with the samples: STK, Trebilcock, and 44069.
Trebilcock is from the Trebilcock pegmatite in Maine, and has a 207Pb/235U age of 271 ± 3.0 Ma,
272 ± 2.0 Ma, and 277 ± 1.0 Ma (Tomascak et al., 1996). The Trebilcock monazites are
reversely discordant, and so have excess 206Pb from initially incorporated 230Th, so the 206Pb/238U
age is not reliable (Tomascak et al., 1996). The Trebilcock standard was also used extensively in
a review of monazite single-collector ICP-MS dating by Kohn and Vervoort (2008). The 44069
monazite is a USGS standard from the Wissahickon schist, Yorklyn, Delaware and has an age of
424.9 ± 0.4 Ma (Aleinikoff et al., 2006). The STK monazite standard is from the Namaqualand
mine in South Africa and has an unpublished age of 1.039 Ga (Fisher, personal communication).
Most samples in this study were corrected using the Trebilcock standard. The Iolite
software package was used for data analysis (Paton et al., 2011), and Isoplot (Ludwig, 2003) was
used to plot the concordia diagrams.
4.5 Geochemistry
For bulk rock geochemistry, samples were trimmed to remove all weathered surfaces and
sent to WSU’s GeoAnalytical Lab for processing. The samples were ground to a fine powder,
weighed with dilithium tetraborate flux (2:1 flux: rock), fused at 1000°C in a muffle oven and
cooled to produce glass beads. The beads were then reground, refused and polished on diamond
laps to provide a smooth flat analysis surface. Glass beads were analyzed by ThermoARL X-ray
fluorescence (XRF) Spectrometer. XRF analyses measured 10 major and minor elements (Si, Ti,
Al, Fe, Mn, Mg, Ca, Na, K, P) and 19 trace elements (Ni, Cr, Sc, V, Ba, Rb, Sr, Zr, Y, Nb, Ga,
Cu, Zn, Pb, La, Ce, Th, Nd, U).
4.6 Phase equilibria modeling THERMOCALC
Bulk rock geochemistry from selected samples was used as input for THERMOCALC, a
thermodynamic phase equilibria software package. THERMOCALC uses geochemical data to
forward model mineral assemblage stability diagrams (pseudosections) using an internally
consistent thermodynamic database (Holland and Powell, 1998, 2011).
Pseudosections were calculated for samples (CW16-6, CW16-11, and CW16-23) using
THERMOCALC v3.33 with dataset 5.5 (Holland and Powell, 1998, with updates) and the
chemical system MnO-Na2O-CaO-K2O-FeO-MgO-Al2O3-SiO2-H2O-TiO2-Fe2O3
(MnNCKFMASHTO). The activity composition (a-X) relationships used for phases involved in
modeling include: garnet, biotite, ilmenite (White et al., 2005); staurolite, cordierite, chlorite;
(Powell & Holland, 1998; Mahar et al., 1997); muscovite, paragonite (Coggon & Powell, 2002);
plagioclase (Holland and Powell, 2003); epidote (Holland & Powell, 1998); and silicate melt
(White et al., 2007).
To input the bulk rock geochemistry into THERMOCALC, the unnormalized major
element compositions from the XRF analysis were normalized to 100% once estimations for
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H2O and Fe2O3 were made by generating T-X and P-X diagrams to determine what
values gave the appropriate mineral assemblage (Table 3). Because subsolidus pelitic rocks are
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inferred to be completely saturated with H2O, an arbitrary high value was chosen that would
completely saturate the assemblage. All samples contained rutile and ilmenite and were
magnetite and hematite absent. T-XFe2O3 diagrams were constructed to determine the amount
Fe2O3 required to stabilize rutile down pressure.
Pseudosections of samples were generated over a P-T range of 4-12 kbar and 500-700°C,
and contoured for mineral chemistry and modes. Where appropriate for specific rocks, garnet
was contoured for: mol% of Fe (XFe = [Fe2+/(Fe2++Mg+Mn+Ca)], and Ca (XCa =
[Ca/(Fe2++Mg+Mn+Ca)]), biotite for mol% Fe (XFe= [Fe/(Mg + Fe)]), staurolite for mol% Fe
(XFe = [Fe2+/(Fe2++Mg+Zn)]), plagioclase for mol% Ca (XCa = [Na/(Na+Ca+K)]), chlorite for
mol% Fe ( XFe = [Fe2+/(Fe2++Mg)]) and muscovite for mol% K (XK= [K/(K+Na)]). Natural
mineral chemistry determined with the SEM-EDS was compared to the constructed
pseudosections to determine P-T conditions of metamorphism for each sample.
The phases and phase abbreviations included in modeling include: albite (ab), biotite
(bi), chlorite (chl), cordierite (cd), epidote (ep), garnet (g), ilmenite (ilm), muscovite (mu),
paragonite (pa), plagioclase (pl), quartz (q), rutile (ru), silicate melt (liq), sillimanite/kyanite
(sill/ky), and staurolite (st), and sphene (sph).

5. Results
5.1 Structural geology and field relationships
The field area, covering ~30 mi2 within the St. Joe National Forest in northern Idaho, is
located in the western external zone of the Clearwater metamorphic core complex (Fig. 2 & 3).
Bounding the field area to the west and east are the White Rock normal fault and Jug Rock shear
zone respectively. A focus of this study is documenting the contacts of the three juxtaposed
tectonic blocks exposed within the field area through geological mapping with petrographic and
geochronological analysis (Fig. 4). The lowest stratigraphic block exposed, the Cornwall Creek
block, is comprised almost entirely of the metamorphosed Prichard formation with intercalcated
amphibolite rocks and quartzite lenses. The Clugs Jumpoff thrust fault juxtaposes
Paleoproterozoic rocks of the Grandmother Mountain block with Mesoproterozoic strata of the
Cornwall Creek block. The rocks that make up the Grandmother Mountain block are basement
orthogneiss, pre-Belt metasedimentary rocks, amphibolite lenses and felsic intrusions. Exposed
in the northeast part of the study area, the Lookout Mountain block is composed of pre-Belt
quartzite and metamorphosed sediment of the Prichard formation. The Lookout Mountain fault
marks the contact of the Lookout Mountain block with the underlying Grandmother Mountain
block.
The Cornwall Creek block
The stratigraphically lowest tectonic block, the Cornwall Creek block is predominantly
composed of metasedimentary rocks of the Prichard formation, in addition to numerous
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Figure 6. Field photographs and photomicrographs of the Prichard schist. (a) Outcrop photo of the
Prichard schist. (b) Hand sample photo of the coarse-grained garnet mica schist. (c) Subhedral garnet
(Grt) porphyroblasts within a matrix of muscovite (Ms), biotite (Bt), quartz (Qtz), plagioclase feldspar
(Pl). Micas define foliation. PPL. (d) Same view as C in XPL. (e) Fine-grained mica schist. Micas define
foliation. PPL. (f) Same view as E in XPL.
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Figure 7. Photomicrographs and field photographs of garnet amphibolite and quartzite lens within
the Prichard formation. (a) Garnet amphibolite with anhedral garnet, hornblende (Hbl),
plagioclase feldspar, and quartz. PPL. (b) Same as A in XPL. (c) Field photo of garnet amphibolite.
(d) Field photo of quartzite lens. (e) Photomicrograph of quartzite lens. PPL. (f) Same as E in XPL.
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amphibolite lenses and several small quartzite outcrops. Occupying the lowest elevations within
the study area, the Prichard formation exhibits a well-defined metamorphic foliation, striking at
most commonly east, dipping no more than 30° with mineral lineation on average plunging to
the southeast. The Prichard formation outcrops as a cliff-forming, planer, rusty-weathering, and
dark gray micaceous schist. The well-defined metamorphic foliation ranges from mm to m scale
and the micaceous minerals exhibit a ubiquitous crenulation fabric. The mineralogy of the
Prichard formation is characterized by quartz + muscovite + plagioclase feldspar ± garnet
±biotite ± chlorite. Within the study area, the formation ranges from fine-grained schist, with
some biotite, to coarse-grained schist with only trace biotite, mm reddish-pink to red-brown
euhedral garnet, and interlayered granitic stringers (Fig. 6). In addition, east of Crater Peak, the
Prichard formation contains a lens of coarse-grained, plagioclase feldspar, diopside calc-silicate .
Amphibolite rocks within the Cornwall Creek block are the same in both texture and
mineralogy as amphibolites within the Grandmother Mountain block; therefore, this section
covers the discussions of both occurrences. The numerous amphibolite rocks within the western
external zone of the Clearwater metamorphic core complex outcrop as discontinuous, blocky,
lenses, intermixed with schist of the Prichard formation as well as pre-Belt rocks of the
Grandmother Mountain block. The amphibolite lenses contain amphibole + plagioclase feldspar
+ quartz ± biotite ± chlorite ± garnet. Garnet porphyroblasts occur as mm to cm in scale, and red
to pink within clusters or isolated within the matrix (Fig.7a, b, & c).
Several quartzite lenses crop out within the Cornwall Creek block. The quartzite outcrops
are white, blocky in outcrop, and typically no more than a meter thick. The mineralogy is >98%
coarsely recrystallized quartz with trace Fe-oxide staining (Fig.7d, e & f).
The Grandmother Mountain block
Overlying the Cornwall Creek block and underlying the Lookout Mountain block, the
Grandmother Mountain block is composed of Paleoproterozoic orthogneiss, pre-Belt
metasedimentary rocks, amphibolite lenses and numerous felsic intrusions. The 1.86 Ga
(Vervoort et al., 2015) orthogneiss exposed within the study area is overlain by and overlying
pre-Belt coarse-grained garnet schist and paragneiss. Numerous amphibolite lenses and felsic
intrusions intrude both the orthogneiss and pre-Belt metasedimentary rocks.
Within the field area, the orthogneiss outcrops in two large exposures and numerous
small lenses. A large orthogneiss exposure located along Freezeout Ridge, exhibits metamorphic
foliation striking southeast and dipping 30°- 45°, with mineral lineations trending east-southeast.
The other large orthogneiss exposure located south of Widow Mountain, shows metamorphic
foliation striking northwest northeast and dipping 2°- 85°, with mineral lineations on average
trending east. Small orthogneiss lenses occur in both the Grandmother Mountain block,
intermixed with pre-Belt metasedimentary rocks, and as isolated lenses within the Cornwall
Creek block. In outcrop, the orthogneiss is often cliffy and gray to black and white striped.
Outcrops are either massive or contain well-defined metamorphic foliation and often exhibit cm
to outcrop scale folding. Orthogneiss is commonly well banded with the mineralogy consisting
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of alternating layers of biotite, plagioclase feldspar and quartz ± muscovite ± pyroxene (Fig. 8a,
b & c).
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Figure 8. Field photographs and photomicrographs showing the variability of the schist of
Grandmother Mountain. (a) Field photograph of an outcrop of the schist of Grandmother
Mountain. (b) Field photograph of coarse-grained schist. (c) Photomicrograph of coarse-grained
garnet schist with garnet, plagioclase feldspar, quartz, and biotite. PPL . (d) Same as C in XPL. (e)
Field photo of coarse-grained garnet-kyanite orthoamphibolite. (f) Field photo of paragneiss. (g)
Photomicrograph of coarse-grained garnet-kyanite-staurolite schist with staurolite (St), kyanite
(Ky), quartz, and biotite. PPL. (h) Same as G in XPL.

The pre-Belt metasedimentary rocks within the Grandmother Mountain block form as a
nearly continuous sheet across the field area interrupted only along the Crater Peak saddle. This
heterogeneous formation exhibits variability in orientation, texture, and mineralogy and contains
a variety of lithologies each of which may possess a unique genesis. However, because all
lithologies exhibit a similar metamorphic history and outcrop with orthogneiss, they are grouped
into one unit herein referred to as the schist of Grandmother Mountain. The schist of
Grandmother Mountain shows distinct metamorphic foliation that on average strikes northeast to
southeast and dips 4°- 70°, with mineral lineations trending east-southeast on average. Most
commonly, the schist outcrops as a highly deformed and folded, course-grained garnet mica
schist, with cm dark-red, euhedral, garnet porphyroblasts (CW16-11). The schist of Grandmother
Mountain crops out as cliffy to slope forming, occasionally massive but typically well-foliated,
with mm to outcrop scale folding. This heterogeneous formation, grades from micaceous,
medium-grained two-mica schist; to coarse-grained, garnet, staurolite, kyanite, mica, schist
(CW16-6 & CW16-23); to paragenesis occasionally containing garnet porphyroblasts. In
addition, one outcrop is characterized by a coarse-grained orthoamphibolite that contains gedrite,
garnet and kyanite (CW16-34) (Fig. 8).
Throughout the Grandmother Mountain block, felsic intrusions commonly occur within
the schist of Grandmother Mountain and occasionally within orthogneiss. These concordant
intrusive rocks are blocky, white in color and relatively undeformed, exhibiting no orientation in
mineral alignment. The mineralogy of the pegmatites is defined by plagioclase feldspar + quartz
+ biotite (Fig. 9d, e & f).
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Figure 9. Photomicrographs and field photos of orthogneiss and felsic intrusions within the
Grandmother Mountain tectonic block. (a) Photomicrograph of orthogneiss with plagioclase
feldspar, quartz, biotite, and pyroxene PPL. (b) Same as A in XPL. (c) Field photo of orthogneiss.
(d) Field photo of felsic intrusion. (e) Photomicrograph of felsic intrusion with quartz, plagioclase
feldspar and biotite. Plane polarized light. (f) Same as E in cross polarized-light.
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The Lookout Mountain block
Overlying the Grandmother Mountain block in the northeastern part of the field area, the
Lookout Mountain block is composed of the quartzite of Lookout Mountain and overlying schist
of the Prichard formation. Within the Lookout Mountain block, a thrust fault juxtaposes the
quartzite-schist stratigraphic package onto the same underlying sequence (Fig. 3). The quartzite
of Lookout Mountain extends south from Lookout Mountain to Widow Mountain, cropping out
at the highest elevations within the study area. The quartzite shows a well-defined metamorphic
foliation striking northeast and dipping 5°-65°, with distinct mineral lineation trending east. The
quartzite of Lookout Mountain outcrops as a blocky, white to grey unit, with coarsely
recrystallized quartz, muscovite and garnet. Muscovite forms in thin layers defining the
metamorphic foliation of the rock. Within the micaceous layers, garnet forms as dark-red, mmscale, elongate and drawn-out porphyroblasts parallel to the long axis of the mica. Samples were
collected from Lookout Mountain (CW17-8) and Widow Mountain (CW17-9) for U-Pb detrital
zircon analysis (Fig. 10).

Figure 10. Field photos and photomicrographs of the quartzite of Lookout Mountain. (a) Field
photo of the quartzite of Lookout Mountain. (b) Field photo of hand sample of the quartzite of
Lookout Mountain. (c) Photomicrograph of anhedral drawn-out garnet porphyroblast with quartz,
muscovite and biotite. PPL. (d). Same as C in XPL.
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The micaceous, rusty weathering schist of the Prichard formation overlies and underlies
the quartzite of Lookout Mountain, in depositional and fault contact respectively. Within the
Lookout Mountain block, the Prichard formation outcrops as a slope forming, fine-grained
micaceous schist containing neither garnets nor felsic stringers.

5.2 Petrology and mineral chemistry
Quartzite rocks
CW16-4: Quartzite south of Orphan Point
CW16-4 is a coarsely-recrystallized, feldspar poor, massive quartzite collected from a
small outcrop south of Orphan Point at 11T 580433 5208703 (Fig. 11). Minor Fe-oxide staining
is present with the majority of the rock (99%) being composed of interlobate quartz grains 0.011.0 mm in diameter with undulose extinction. No feldspar or mica was observed in thin section
(Fig. 7e & f).
15CM-35: Quartzite east of Crater peak
15CM-35 is a feldspar poor quartzite collected along Forest Service road 301 near Crater
Meadows within the Widow Mountain quadrangle at 11T 578118 5209870 (Fig. 11). Bounding
the quartzite is Prichard schist and basement schist/gneiss. The quartzite exhibits a strong
mineral lineation. In addition to quartz, the mineralogy consists of biotite, muscovite and garnet
porphyroblasts.
CW17-8: Quartzite at Lookout Mountain
CW17-8 is a coarsely recrystallized, feldspar-poor, foliated quartzite collected at the
summit of Lookout Mountain at 11T 578454 5214862 (Fig. 11). The outcrop is white to gray
with cm-scale foliation. Subhedral drawn-out garnet porphyroblasts 0.2-6-mm-wide are present
within micaceous layers. Muscovite and lesser biotite laths 0.1-2-mm-long, and form thin
laminae separating quartzite layers. The quartzite is >96% quartz with no feldspar present.
Quartz grains show some recrystallization at grain boundaries and are 0.2-0.5-mm-wide.
CW17-9: Quartzite at Widow Mountain
CW17-9 is a coarsely recrystallized, feldspar poor foliated quartzite collected at the
summit of Widow Mountain at T11 579601 5212713 (Fig. 11). The outcrop is white/gray to
yellow/tan with pronounced metamorphic foliation. Muscovite and trace biotite laths 0.1-3-mmlong, form thin laminae separating mm-cm quartzite lenses. Dark red, drawn-out garnet
porphyroblasts 0.5-6-mm-wide occur within the micaceous layers parallel to mica lineation. The
quartzite is >97% quartz with no feldspar present. Dynamically recrystallized quartz grains are
0.1-2.0-mm-wide.
16RL168B: Quartzite at Marble Mountain
Sample 16RL168B is a feldspar-poor, fine-grained, micaceous quartzite collected from
the summit of Marble Mountain at 11T 573331 5222223 (Fig. 11). The outcrop is gray to tan
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with cm scale metamorphic
foliation. Subhedral mm-scale,
drawn-out garnet porphyroblasts are
present with micaceous laminae that
separate cm-thick quartzite layers.
Gneissic rocks
CW16-42: gneissic lens from Widow
Mountain
Sample CW16-42 is a
medium-grained gneiss collected
along the ridge south of Widow
Mountain at 11T 579731 5212169
(Fig. 11). The exposure occurs as a
~0.2 meter thick lens within a ~730meter thick exposure of the schist of
Grandmother Mountain. The gneiss
outcrops up section of sample
CW16-39, within alternating layers
of schist, gneiss, amphibolite, and
pegmatite. The sample exhibits welldefined banding consisting of
plagioclase, quartz, and biotite (Fig.
9f).
CW17-5: gneissic lens at Crater
Peak
Sample CW17-5 is a gneissic
lens
within
the
schist
of
Grandmother Mountain collected
along Forest Service road 301 near
Crater Peak at 11T 577208 5209050
(Fig. 11). The exposure occurs as a
~0.2-meter thick lens within ~2meter thick outcropping of schist.
The outcrop is steel-gray and folded,
containing alternating layers of
plagioclase and quartz with biotite
and trace amounts of muscovite.
Sample CW17-5 was collected from
a plagioclase and quartz-rich layer.

Figure 11. Map showing sample locations for this study from
the western Clearwater core complex. Modified from Baldwin
et al. (2016).
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Pegmatite
CW16-39: pegmatite from Widow Mountain
Sample CW16-39 is a coarse-grained
felsic pegmatite, collected along the ridge south
of Widow Mountain at 11T 57655 5211926
(Fig. 11). The exposure occurs as a ~2-meterthick lens within a ~730-meter-thick exposure
of the schist of Grandmother Mountain. The
pegmatite lens directly overlies a garnet
amphibolite and underlies a succession of
alternating schist and gneissic layers including
sample CW16-37, a coarse-grained, kyanite,
garnet, biotite schist (Fig. 12). The pegmatite is
white, massive and undeformed, containing
plagioclase, quartz and trace biotite (Fig. 8e &
f). Sample CW16-39 was collected for U-Pb
igneous zircon analysis.
Pelitic rocks and orthoamphibolite
CW16-11: Schist north of Freezeout Saddle
Sample CW16-11 is a rusty-weathering
coarse-grained garnet-biotite-muscovite schist
collected north of Freezeout Ridge, between
Freezeout Creek and Marble Creek at 11T
574228 5209252 (Fig. 11). The exposure occurs
along a north-northeast trending ridge as a ~2m-thick section that grades into overlying
orthogneiss. The outcrop is similar in
appearance to the overlying orthogneiss but
contains more mica and large garnets. The
schist exhibits some mineralogical banding of
lighter and darker minerals. The mineralogy
from most to least abundant is: biotite, quartz,
plagioclase feldspar, and muscovite, with garnet
porphyroblasts. Garnet porphyroblasts are large
(≥3 cm), euhedral to anhedral, often flattened or
broken, and form in clusters with plagioclase
halos or as isolated grains within the matrix
(Fig. 9b, c & d).
The peak mineral assemblage of
sample CW16-11 is garnet, biotite, muscovite,
plagioclase, quartz, and rutile with retrograde
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Figure 12. Schematic stratigraphic section of the
schist of Grandmother Mountain exposed along
~730 meters below Widow Mountain. Schist is
overlying orthogneiss and underlying pre-Belt
quartzite. Yellow stars indicate the locations where
samples were collected within the outcrop.
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Figure 13. Layered element (A), BSE (B) and Elemental X-ray maps (C) of garnet from CW16-6.
Porphyroblast is surrounded by quartz, kyanite, muscovite, biotite and chlorite (Chl), and contains
inclusions of quartz, rutile (Rt), ilmenite (Ilm) and monazite (Mnz).
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ilmenite and chlorite and trace apatite, monazite, and zircon. Garnet porphyroblasts are poikilitic,
with inclusions of primarily quartz with lesser ilmenite, rutile, and monazite. Garnet commonly
exhibits compositional heterogeneity with rims enriched in and Ca and depleted in Mn, Mg, Al,
and Fe with respect to the cores (Fig. 13).
Garnet, biotite, plagioclase, muscovite and ilmenite were analyzed with the SEM-EDS
for major element chemistry. Garnet is almandine-rich with average compositions of Fe ranging
from XAlm= 0.75-0.77, with Ca values in garnet range from XCa=0.05-0.08 (Table 4). Biotite
shows a minimal variation in Fe/Mg composition with XFe=0.60-0.63 (Table 5). Plagioclase is
dominantly albite-rich with the average composition ranging from Xab = 0.79-0.82 (Table 6). The
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K/Na ratio in muscovite was measured to determine the amount of paragonite present. Muscovite
shows little to no variation in K/Na ratios with the average compositions ranging from XK =0.870.88 (Table 7).
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CW16-6: Schist south of Widow
Mountain
Sample CW16-6 is a coarsegrained garnet-kyanite-biotite schist
collected north of road 301, along the
ridge between Widow Mountain and
peak 6804 at 11T 579641 5211740
(Fig. 11). The exposure occurs in a ~35 m thick layer that grades from schist
to paragneiss. The layer is within a
large outcrop of the schist of
Grandmother Mountain. The schist of
Grandmother Mountain at this location
is ~730 m thick from the contact with
the underlying orthogneiss to the
overlying clean quartzite unit. It
consists of alternating layers of schist,
paragneiss, and amphibolite
occasionally intruded by an
undeformed felsic pegmatite (Fig. 12).
Sample CW16-37 was collected from a
~1-m-thick exposure, ~1 meter above
sample CW16-6. Sample CW16-20 was collected up section ~400 meters from Sample CW16-6.
Nearly identical textures and mineralogy characterize all three samples.
The peak mineral assemblage in this sample is garnet, kyanite, biotite,
muscovite/paragonite, plagioclase, quartz and rutile with retrograde ilmenite, chlorite, and trace
staurolite apatite, monazite, and zircon. Predominantly biotite and lesser amounts of muscovite
define the foliation of the sample. Kyanite porphyroblasts form as euhedral, light blue to
turquoise blades 3-4 cm in length. Fibrolite occasionally replaces kyanite, forming in fractures
and along the edges of kyanite blades. Garnet porphyroblasts are euhedral, red-brown to pink and
range in size from ~0.5-6 cm in diameter. Commonly fractured and poikilitic, garnet contains
inclusions of dominantly quartz with trace muscovite/paragonite, staurolite, ilmenite, rutile,
monazite, and zircon. Biotite and chlorite commonly form within the garnet fractures. Garnet
shows strong Ca and Mn compositional zoning and subtle Mg, Fe and Al zoning. Garnet cores,
with respect to the rims, show enrichment of Mn, Fe and Al and depletion of Ca and Mg.
Garnet, biotite, plagioclase, staurolite, kyanite, muscovite, chlorite, and ilmenite were
analyzed with the SEM-EDS for major element chemistry. Garnet is dominantly almandine, with
Xalm ranging from 0.73-0.75 in the cores and 0.73 to 0.76 in the rims. Ca concentrations in garnet
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range from XCa =0.05-0.06 in the rim to 0.02-0.03 in the core. (Table 8). Biotite shows a
variation Fe/Mg composition with biotite adjacent to garnet having a composition of XFe=0.51-

0.52 and biotite within the matrix having a composition of XFe=0.44 (Table 9). Plagioclase is
dominantly albitic, with compositions ranging from Xab = 0.82 to 0.85 (Table 10). Staurolite
forms exclusively as inclusions in garnet and has an average XFe composition of 0.78 to 0.79
where XFe = [Fe2+/(Fe2++Mg+Zn)] (Table 11). Kyanite contains trace amounts of Fe2+ (Table 12).
Muscovite yields an average XK value of 0.66-0.74 indicating the presences of interstitial
paragonite (Table 13). Trace amounts of chlorite present in the rock yield a Fe/Mg ratio of
XFe=0.41, where XFe= [Fe2+/(Fe2++Mg)] (Table 14).
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CW16-23 Schist at Freezeout Ridge
Sample CW16-23 is a coarse-grained garnet–kyanite–staurolite-biotite schist collected
south of Freezeout Ridge along forest service road 384 at 11T 573755 5206120 (Fig. 11). The
unit outcrops as a ~1-m-thick folded and crenulated schist, intruded by a deformed felsic
pegmatite. The heterogeneous outcrop consists of alternating biotite and plagioclase feldspar-rich
layers. The lower portion of the outcrop
contains more biotite while the upper portion
contains more plagioclase.
The peak mineral assemblage of the
sample CW16-23 is garnet, kyanite, biotite,
paragonite, staurolite, plagioclase, quartz,
and rutile with retrograde sillimanite,
chlorite, ilmenite and trace apatite, monazite,
zircon, and hematite. Kyanite porphyroblasts
are euhedral, blue-to-blue-green, ~3 cm in
length, and often occur kinked within
crenulated micas or within pegmatites (Fig.
9g & h). Cm-scale red-brown garnet
porphyroblasts commonly form in
plagioclase-rich layers. Garnet is subhedral
to anhedral and contains inclusions of
dominantly quartz with lesser plagioclase
feldspar, chlorite, rutile, ilmenite, and
monazite. Large garnet porphyroblasts show
subtle compositional zoning, with enrichment
of Ca, Fe, Mg, Mn and Al in the cores with
respect to the rims. Small garnets are
compositionally homogeneous.
Major element chemistry from SEMEDS analyses of garnet, biotite, plagioclase,
staurolite, kyanite, paragonite, chlorite, and
ilmenite were obtained. Garnet is dominantly almandine rich with XAlm values of 0.68-0.72, XGrs
values in garnet range from 0.02-0.09. Garnet lacks any strong Xalm or XGrs variation from rim to
core (Table 15). Fe/Mg compositions of biotite vary from XFe=0.38-0.43. Biotite adjacent to
garnet has values of XFe=0.43 and biotite adjacent to staurolite has values of XFe=0.38 (Table
16). Plagioclase feldspar is dominantly albite-rich with XAb values ranging from 0.91-0.92
(Table 17). XFe of staurolite porphyroblasts show variation with XFe=0.76-0.74 in cores and 0.79
in rims (Table 18). Kyanite porphyroblast contains trace amounts of Fe2+ (Table 19). Paragonite
XK values range from XK=0.09 to 0.14 (Table 20). XFe values of chlorite are XFe=0.37-0.42 in
inclusions and 0.35 in laths within the matrix (Table 21).
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CW16-34 Orthoamphibolite south of Crater peak
Sample CW16-34 is a coarse-grained orthoamphibole-kyanite-garnet gneiss collected
southeast of Crater Peak at 11T 577400 5207932 (Fig. 11). The ~12-m-thick heterogeneous
exposure outcrops in heavily vegetated terrain east of an exposure of Prichard schist. The
outcrop consists of alternating orthogneiss, migmatite, pegmatite intrusions and orthoamphibolite
lenses. The basal 3 meters and uppermost meter of the outcrop are composed of orthogneiss. The
orthogneiss is mostly planer and characterized by alternating layers of plagioclase feldspar,
biotite, and muscovite with the uppermost unit containing garnet. The middle to upper portion of
the outcrop is texturally complex, with all four lithologies interlayered and folded together to
various degrees. In the middle section of the outcrop, orthogneiss grades into migmatite
composed of cm-scale biotite books, plagioclase feldspar, quartz, kyanite and abundant garnet
porphyroblasts that become larger up section. Intermixed with the migmatitic rocks are lenses of
orthoamphibolite, composed of abundant gedrite, plagioclase feldspar, and quartz. Coarsegrained pegmatite intrusions, intermixed throughout the outcrop are composed dominantly of
plagioclase feldspar, with lesser quartz and large cm-scale biotite books. Sample CW16-34 &
CW16-32 were collected from approximately the middle of the outcrop within the same layer
where orthoamphibolite and migmatite and intermixed (Fig. 14).
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Explanation
Amphibolite
Migmatite
Pegmatite
Gneiss
Garnet
Kyanite

Figure 14. Schematic stratigraphic section of the orthoamphibolite outcrop south of Crater Peak.
Yellow stars indicate the location where samples were collected within the outcrop.

The peak mineral assemblage of sample
CW16-34 is garnet, kyanite, gedrite,
plagioclase, quartz and rutile with trace
biotite, apatite, monazite, and zircon. Kyanite
porphyroblasts occur as euhedral, light blue to
clear, 1-2 mm length blades. Euhedral to
subhedral garnet occurs as red/orange to
bronze, large 3-4 cm porphyroblasts, more
commonly forming in plagioclase feldspar and
gedrite rich layers. Garnet porphyroblasts are
poikilitic with abundant quartz, plagioclase
feldspar, rutile, ilmenite, chlorite, biotite,
kyanite and monazite inclusions (Fig. 9e).
Monazite inclusions are large (100 µm) and
often form in clusters (Fig. 15). Garnet is
compositionally homogeneous showing no
major trends in element zoning.
Major element chemistry was
collected from the SEM-EDS for garnet,
biotite, plagioclase, gedrite, kyanite,

50 µm

Figure 15. Monazite inclusion cluster in garnet from
orthoamphibolite south of Crater Peak with
207
Pb/206Pb ages of spots indicated (sample CW16-32).
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chlorite, and ilmenite. Garnet is almandine rich with XAlm values of 0.63-0.65 in the core and
0.64-0.68 in the rim. Garnet also contains a considerable pyrope contribution with XPrp = 0.310.32 in the core and 0.28-0.32 in the rim (Table 22). Fe/Mg compositions of biotite range from
XFe = 0.36 in the matrix to XFe = 0.41 in garnet inclusions (Table 23). Plagioclase feldspar in
dominantly albite rich with XAb values ranging from XAb =0.88-0.96 in gedrite inclusion, XAb =
0.89 in garnet inclusions, XAb = 0.88-0.90 in cores, and XAb =0.89-0.90 in rims (Table 24.).
Gedrite XAlvi values range from 0.65-0.67, and gedrite XFe values range from 0.42-0.44 (Table
25). Kyanite porphyroblast contains trace amounts of Fe2+ (Table 26). XFe values for chlorite
range from 0.33-0.35 in gedrite and 0.27 in the matrix (Table 27).
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5.3 U-Pb Geochronology
5.3.1 Detrital Zircon geochronology
CW16-4: Quartzite south of Orphan Point
Zircon grains from this sample are colorless to pale yellow and well-rounded to subangular. The sample contains a bimodal size distribution of grains. The majority of the grains are
50-300 μm in length and a small population is 500-700 μm in length. Grains often have thin
rims and exhibit patchy to oscillatory CL zoning (Fig. 16). There is no correlation between
morphology, CL zoning, and age. 104 of the grains analyzed were between 95-107% concordant.
The probability density plot for this sample shows 207Pb/206Pb ages with a dominant population
from 1597-2108 Ma and a primary peak at ~1800, and a smaller Paleoproterozoic-Archean
plateau between 2277-2659 Ma. Three grains from this sample yield Archean ages at 2863 ± 13,
3075 ± 16 and 3506 ± 10 Ma. The youngest grain with less than 10% discordance analyzed in
this sample yields an age of 1597 ± 37 Ma (Fig. 17).
15CM-35: Quartzite east of Crater peak
Zircon grains from this sample are colorless to light gray and sub-rounded to angular.
Zircon grains range in length from ~25-400 µm and show homogenous, patchy, cracked and
oscillatory CL zoning (Fig. 16). There is no obvious trend in shape, CL zoning, and age. 92
analyses were between 95% and 105% concordant. The probability density plot of 207Pb/206Pb
ages for this sample shows a large peak at ~1860 Ma with a spread from 1732-1903 Ma and a
smaller Archean peak at ~2600 Ma with a spread from 2548- 2695 Ma. The youngest grain with
less than 10% discordance analyzed in this sample yields an age of 1732 ± 17 Ma (Fig. 17).
CW17-8: Quartzite at Lookout Mountain
Zircon grains from this sample are colorless to gray with small amounts of iron staining
and exhibit homogeneous, patchy, metamict and oscillatory CL zoning, occasionally with
distinct, thin rims (Fig. 16). Grains are well-rounded to sub-angular and range from 20µm to
400µm in length. There is no obvious trend in morphology, CL zoning, and age. 92 analyses
were between 95% and 109% concordant. The probability density plot for this sample shows
207
Pb/206Pb ages with a large peak at ~1800 Ma with a spread from 1681-2065 Ma and a smaller
peak at ~2600 Ma with a spread from 2402-2805 Ma. There is a small Mesoarchean peak from
3224-3309 Ma and one Paleoarchean grain at 3591 ± 20 Ma. The youngest grain with less than
10% discordance in the sample yields an age of 1681 ± 21 Ma (Fig. 17).
CW17-9: Quartzite at Widow Mountain
Zircon grains are sub-rounded to angular and colorless to gray with minor iron staining.
Zircon grains are 20 µm to 400 µm in length, often displaying distinct rims with homogeneous,
patchy, metamict and oscillatory CL zoning (Fig. 16). Morphology, CL zoning, and age show no
obvious correlation. 93 of the analyses were between 95% and 105% concordant. The probability
density plot for this sample shows 207Pb/206Pb ages with a large peak at ~1880 Ma with a spread
from 1657-2038 Ma and a small plateau from 2468-2818 Ma. Several grains from the sample
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yield Paleoproterozoic ages at 2038 ± 31, 2238 ± 29 and 2318 ± 29 Ma. A single Archean grain
from this sampled yields an age of 3540 ± 26 Ma. The youngest grain with less than 10%
discordance from the sample yields an age of 1657 ± 33 Ma (Fig.17).
16RL168B: Quartzite at Marble Mountain
Zircon grains from this sample are sub-rounded to sub-angular and colorless to gray with
trace Fe-oxide staining. Zircon grains range in size from 10 to 300 μm with homogeneous,
metamict, patchy and oscillatory CL zoning occasionally with distinct rims (Fig. 16). No obvious
trends in morphology, CL zoning, and age are present. 78 analyses are between 95% and 105%
concordant. The probability density plot for this sample shows 207Pb/206Pb ages with two large
peaks at ~1800 with a spread from 1638-1896 Ma and at ~2600 Ma with a spread from 24222854 Ma. One Neoarchean grain yields an age of 3243 ± 26 Ma. The youngest grain with less
than 10% discordance in the sample yields an age of 1638 ± 24 Ma (Fig. 17)

Figure 16. Cathodoluminescence (CL) images of representative detrital zircon grains from samples
CW16-4 (A & B), CW17-8 (C), CW17-9 (D & E), 16RL168B (F) and 15CM-35 (G). (A, C , D, & G)
shows anhedral to surrounded grains (B & F), exhibiting oscillatory zoning patchy zoning, (F)
metamict zoning with (A, B, D, E) bright rims. Spot size is 25 µm.
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16RL168B
n=78

CW16-11
n=184

Figure 17. Concordia plot and probability density diagram for zircon from quartzite south of
Orphan Point, sample (CW16-4), quartzite at Crater Peak, sample (15CM-35), quartzite at
Lookout Mountain, sample (CW17-8), quartzite at Widow Mountain, sample (CW17-9), quartzite
at Marble Mountain, sample (16RL168B), and schist north of Freezeout Saddle, sample (CW16-11).
Error ellipses are 2-sigma.
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CW16-11: Schist north of Freezeout Saddle
Zircon grains from this sample are sub-rounded to sub-angular and colorless to pale
yellow. Zircons range in size from 100-200 μm in length and exhibit patchy, oscillatory, cracked,
and metamict CL zoning often showing distinct dark rims (Fig. 16). 184 spots from both the
cores and rims revealed two populations of zircon grains. 52 spot analyses from rims and cores
of grains produced 207Pb/206Pb ages ranging from 1706 ± 99 Ma to 2025 ± 50 Ma with a
weighted mean of 1874 ±17 Ma and a MSWD (Mean Square Weighted Deviation) of 148. 84
spot analyses from rims and cores produced 207Pb/206Pb ages ranging from 2217 ± 31 to 3127 ±
12 Ma with a weighted mean of 2527 ± 35 Ma (MSWD =16). The probability density plot for
this sample shows two large peaks. A Paleoproterozoic peak at ~1900 Ma is located with a
spread from 1706 ± 99 Ma to 2025 ± 50 Ma. A slightly larger peak at ~2600 Ma, occurs with a
spread from 2217 ± 31 to 3127 ± 12 Ma. The youngest grain within the sample with less than
10% discordance yields an age of 1706 ± 99 Ma (Fig. 17) (Table 28).

Detrital zircon geochronology summary
The five quartzite samples analyzed in this study yield detrital zircon populations with a
primary peak at 1800-1900 Ma, a smaller plateau or peak of Paleoproterozoic to Neoarchean
grains at ~2400-2800 Ma, and a few Mesoarchean grains at ~3200-3600 Ma. The youngest
grains analyzed in this study yield ages between 1597 ± 37 Ma and 1732 ± 17 Ma. The schist of
Grandmother Mountain, north of Freezeout Saddle yields a detrital zircon signature with two
prominent peaks at ~1900 Ma and ~2600 Ma, with the youngest grain being 1706±99 Ma.
Although both the schist and quartzite samples yield similar peaks, the schist yields an signature
with a slightly more prominently ~2600 Ma peak, while the quartzites yield a dominate peak at
~1800-1900.
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5.3.2 Igneous zircon geochronology
CW16-42: gneissic lens from Widow Mountain
Zircon grains from this sample are euhedral to anhedral, colorless to pale yellow. Grains
are 50 to 500 μm in length and show oscillatory and metamict CL zoning with dark overgrowths.
25 spots from both the core and rim revealed two populations of grains (Fig. 18a.). Six zircon
cores yield 207Pb/206Pb ages ranging from 2471 ± 24 Ma to 2702 ± 14 Ma with a weighted mean
of 2683 ± 18 Ma (MSWD = 2.5) (Fig. 18b). 19 zircon rims and some cores yielded a 207Pb/206Pb
age range of 1743 ± 18 Ma to 1893 ± 19 Ma with a weighted mean of 1814 ± 19 Ma (MSWD =
18) (Fig. 18c) (Table 28).
(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 18. Concordia plots of all population (a), old population
(b), and young population (c) for zircon data from gneiss south
of Widow Mountain, sample (CW16-42). Error ellipses are 2sigma.
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CW17-5: Gneissic lens at Crater Peak
Zircon grains from this sample are subhedral to anhedral and are 75 to 200 μm in length.
Grains are colorless to pale yellow and exhibit patchy, oscillatory, metamict and cracked CL
zoning often with dark or bright overgrowths. 48 analyses from both rims and cores yielded two
populations of grains. 34 spot analyses of both rims a cores yield 207Pb/206Pb ages ranging from
2194 ± 17 Ma to 3260 ± 300 Ma with a weighted mean of 2447 ± 56 Ma (MSWD =251). 13
analyzed spots from both rims and cores yielded 207Pb/206Pb ages ranging from 1886 ± 19 Ma to
2013 ± 41 Ma with a weighted mean of 1929 ± 18 Ma (MSWD = 6.4) (Fig. 19) (Table 28).

Figure 19. Concordia plot for zircon data from gneiss at Crater Peak, sample (CW17-5). Error
ellipses are 2-sigma.

CW16-39: Pegmatite from Widow Mountain
Zircon grains from this sample are euhedral to subhedral, and colorless to pale yellow.
Grains are 50-200 µm in length and exhibit patchy to oscillatory CL zoning, with bright
overgrowths. 17 rims and 15 cores of 8 grains were analyzed. 22 analyzed spots from both rims
and cores produced 206Pb/238U ages ranging from 59.2 ± 1.9 Ma to 93.3 ± 3 Ma with a weighted
mean of 67.2 ± 2.8 Ma (MSWD = 25) (Fig. 20c). 8 analyses from both rims and cores of 3
xenocrysts yielded 207Pb/206Pb ages ranging from 1552 ± 61 Ma to 1906 ± 30 Ma with a
weighted mean of 1852 ± 47 Ma and a MSWD of 12 (Fig. 20b) (Table 28).
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 20. Concordia plots of all populations (a), old population
(b), and young population (c) for zircon data from pegmatite
south of Widow Mountain, sample (CW16-39). Error ellipses
are 2-sigma.

5.3.3 Monazite geochronology
CW16-11: Schist north of Freezeout saddle
U-Th-Pb analysis of monazite was conducted on monazite in-situ within polished thin
section as well as on monazite grain separates. BSE images and elemental maps of Th and Y
were collected to evaluate the presence of any compositional variation. Monazite separates
ranged in size from 100 to 150 µm and are anhedral and irregular in shape. BSE images of
monazite separates reveal simple “tree ring” like to patchy zoning, with one grain containing a
distinct dark core (Fig. 21). Monazite grains analyzed within the petrographic context are almost
exclusively located as inclusions within garnet porphyroblasts, range in size from 10 to 100 μm
and are anhedral to irregular in shape. Monazite within small garnets, or on the edges of large
garnet show little to no Y or Th zoning while monazite grains within large garnet porphyroblasts
show some Th zoning. 7 spot analyses of 6 cores and one rim of 3 monazite inclusions in garnet
yield 207Pb/206Pb ages ranging from 1235 ± 37 Ma to 1427 ± 27 Ma with a weighted mean of
1355 ± 59 Ma (MSWD=21). 32 spot analyses of both rims and cores of 12 monazite inclusions
in garnet yield 206Pb/238U ages ranging from 59.2 ± 4.9 Ma to 73.0 ± 6.1 Ma with a weighted
mean of 64.9 ± 0.6 Ma (MSWD=1.2). 8 spot analyses of both the rims and cores of two matrix
grains yield an 206Pb/238U age range of 59.8 ± 4.9 Ma to 70.6 ± 4.2 Ma with a weighted mean of
66.6 ± 1.8 Ma (MSWD = 1.4). Two spot analyses of a monazite separate core yielded 207Pb/206Pb
ages of 1777 ± 45 Ma and 1810 ± 32 Ma. 52 spot analyses of both cores and rims of 11 monazite
separates yield an 206Pb/238U age range of 58.7 ± 4.8 Ma to 65.2 ± 5.4 Ma with a weighted mean
of 61.3 ± 0.7 Ma (MSWD = 0.33). In this sample, 90 spot analyses of cores and rims of 20
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monazite separates and in-situ grains yield 206Pb/238U ages ranging from 58.7 ± 4.8 Ma to 73 ±
6.1 Ma with a weighted mean of 63.8 ± 0.5 Ma (MSWD=1.4) (Fig. 22) (Table 29) (See appendix
A & C).

Figure 21. (A & B) BSE image of monazite separates from sample CW16-11, (C) Th map of garnet
inclusion from sample CW16-6, (D) Th map of staurolite inclusion from CW16-23, (E) BSE map of
matrix monazite adjacent to garnet from sample CW16-23, (F) Th map of matrix monazite from
sample CW16-20.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 22. Tera - Wasserburg plots of all populations (a), old
population (b), and young population (c) for monazite data
from schist north of Freezeout Ridge, sample (CW16-11).

CW16-6: Schist south of Widow Mountain
U-Th-Pb analysis of monazite was conducted on monazite in-situ within polished thin
section. BSE images and elemental maps of Th and Y were collected to show any compositional
variation. Monazite grains analyzed within sample CW16-6 are 10 to 70 μm in length and occur
as inclusions in garnet, kyanite or infrequently in the matrix. Most grains show little to no
zonation of Y or Th. One spot analysis of a monazite inclusion in garnet yields a 207Pb/206Pb age
of 1373 ± 42 Ma (Fig. 21). 11 spot analyses from rims and cores of 5 monazite inclusions in
garnet yield 206Pb/238U ages ranging from 69.4 ± 2.4 Ma to 83 ± 3.9 Ma with a weighted mean of
76.5 ± 3.2 Ma (MSWD = 10.1). 17 spot analyses from rims and cores of 4 monazite inclusions in
kyanite yield 206Pb/238U ages ranging from 61.3 ± 2.1 to 84.4 ± 5.1 Ma with a weighted mean of
71.2 ± 3.6 Ma (MSWD = 17). 12 spot analyses from rims and core of 3 matrix grains yield
206
Pb/238U ages ranging from 64.1 ± 2.1 Ma to 83.8 ± 6.6 Ma with a weighted mean of 77.2 ± 1.5
Ma (MSWD = 1.6). Overall, in this sample, 50 spot analyses of 12 grains reveal a single
population of monazite grains with 206Pb/238U ages ranging from 61.3 ± 2.1 Ma to 84.4 ± 5.1 Ma,
with a weighted mean of 75.8 ± 1.5 Ma (MSWD =6.8) (Fig. 23a).
Monazite from sample CW16-20, are anhedral and irregular in shape; they occur as
inclusions in garnet and kyanite, and within the matrix. Grains are 10-60 μm in length and
exhibit some Y and Th zoning (Fig. 21). There is no correlation between elemental zoning,
morphology, and age. 13 spot analyses from rims and cores of 5 monazite inclusions in garnet
yield 206Pb/238U ages ranging from 61.8 ± 1.0 Ma to 79.8 ± 2.7 Ma with a weighted mean of 70.4
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± 4 Ma (MSWD = 71). 6 spot analyses of the rim and core of 1 monazite inclusion in kyanite
yields an 206Pb/238U age range of 63.7 ± 1.6 Ma to 78.6 ± 2.7 Ma with a weighted mean of 69.7 ±
5.8 Ma (MSWD = 30). 16 spot analyses for both and rims and cores of 4 matrix grains yield
206
Pb/238U ages ranging from 61.6 ± 2 Ma to 78.6 ± 2.5 with weighted mean in 66.1 ± 2 Ma
(MSWD = 22). In this sample, 43 spot analyses from 10 grains yield a single population of
monazite grains with 206Pb/238U ages between 61.6 ± 2 Ma to 79.8 ± 2.7 Ma, with a weighted
mean of 68.4 ± 1.9 Ma (MSWD = 47) (Fig. 23b).
Monazite grains from sample CW16-37 are anhedral, irregular and 10-60 μm in length.
Located as inclusions within kyanite or within the matrix, monazite grains contain no Y or Th
zonation. 12 spot analyses of rims and cores of 3 monazite inclusions in kyanite yield 206Pb/238U
ages ranging from 62.8 ± 5.3 Ma to 74 ± 6 Ma with a weighted mean of 69.1 ± 2.4 Ma (MSWD
= 1.7). 8 spot analyses of rims and cores of matrix grains yield 206Pb/238U ages ranging from 59.1
± 5 Ma to 67.9 ± 6.6 Ma with a weighted mean of 63.7 ± 1.9 Ma (MSWD = 1.1). In this sample,
20 spot analyses of 11 grains yield an 206Pb/238U age range of 59.1 ± 5 Ma to 74 ± 6 Ma with a
weighted mean of 66.8 ± 2.0 Ma (MSWD = 2.3) (Fig. 23c) (Table 29).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 23. Tera - Wasserburg plots of
monazite data from CW16-6 (a),
CW16-20 (b), and CW16-37 (c).
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CW16-23: Schist at Freezeout Ridge
U-Th-Pb monazite analysis was conducted in-situ within polished thin sections in
addition to monazite separates. BSE images and elemental maps of Th and Y show some
compositional variation. Within sample CW16-23, monazite grains occur as inclusions in garnet,
kyanite, and staurolite porphyroblasts and within biotite-rich zones of the matrix. Within thin
section CW16-23d, an anhedral garnet porphyroblast ~2 cm in length contains clusters of 30 to
40 monazite grains. Monazite grains within the clusters are ~20-300 μm in length, subhedral,
irregular in shape with BSE imaging showing distinct zonation. In situ monazite grains not
within inclusion clusters are 20-100 μm in length, euhedral, rounded and show some elemental
zonation with respect to Th (Fig. 21). Monazite separates are euhedral, rounded, 150-300 μm in
length with BSE images showing “tree ring” like, patchy and mottled zonation. 19 spot analyses
of rims and cores of 14 monazite inclusions in garnet yield 207Pb/206Pb ages ranging from 1211 ±
79 Ma to 1445 ± 74 Ma with a weighted mean of 1378 ± 25 Ma (MSWD =2.6). 8 spot analyses
from rims and cores of 6 monazite inclusions in garnet yield 206Pb/238U ages ranging from 63.4 ±
2.1 Ma to 86 ± 4.1 Ma with a weighted mean of 70.4 ± 7.0 Ma (MSWD = 19). 13 spot analyses
of rims and cores from 5 monazite inclusions in kyanite yield a 206Pb/238U range of ages from
62.8 ± 1.7 Ma to 77.2 ± 1.3 Ma with a weighted mean of 70.0 ± 3.0 Ma (MSWD =27). 12 spot
analyses from rims and cores of 4 monazite inclusions in staurolite yield 206Pb/238U ages from
65.9 ± 3 Ma to 79.4 ± 3.2 Ma with a weighted mean of 74.1 ± 2.9 Ma (MSWD = 16). 7 spot
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 24. Tera - Wasserburg plots of all populations (a), old
population (b), and young population (c) for monazite data
from the schist at Freezeout Ridge, sample (CW16-23).
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analyses from cores of 5 monazite grains within the matrix yield 207Pb/206Pb ages ranging from
1193 ± 91 Ma to 1377 ± 50 Ma with a weighted mean of 1314 ± 55 Ma (MSWD =3.7). 26 spot
analyses from rims and cores of 9 monazite grains within the matrix yield a 206Pb/238U range of
ages from 61.3 ± 1.2 Ma to 79.8 ± 7.6 Ma with a weighted mean of 68.4 ± 1.9 Ma (MSWD =
14). One core of a monazite separate yields a 207Pb/206Pb age of 1310 ± 37 Ma (Fig. 24). 67 spot
analyses of rims and cores of 19 monazite separates yield 206Pb/238U ages ranging from 62.02 ± 5
Ma to 79.8 ± 6.6 Ma with a weighted mean of 67.7 ± 1.3 Ma (MSWD=14) (Table 29).
CW16-34: Orthoamphibolite south of Crater peak
U-Th-Pb monazite analyses of samples CW16-32 and CW16-34 were conducted in-situ
and supplemented with Th and Y elemental maps to show any compositional variation. Monazite
within sample CW16-32 occurs as inclusion clusters within garnet porphyroblasts ~3-4 cm in
diameter (Fig. 15). Clusters contain 2 to 15 euhedral to subhedral grains, 20-300 μm in length.
Monazite grains show moderate elemental zonation with respect to Th. Morphology and age of
monazite grains has no correlation. Two analyses from the core of monazite inclusions in garnet
yield 207Pb/206Pb ages of 1647 ± 35 Ma and 1624 ± 43 Ma. 55 spot analyses from rims and cores
of ~40 grains yield 207Pb/206Pb ages ranging from 1299 ± 32 Ma to 1539 ± 51 Ma with a
weighted mean of 1432 ± 12 Ma (MSWD= 5.7) (Fig. 25). 5 spot analyses from rims and cores of
5 grains yield 207Pb/206Pb ages ranging from 1023±49 Ma to 1154 ± 54 Ma with a weighted mean
of 1085 ± 84 Ma (MSWD=7.4). A single spot analysis yields an 206Pb/238U age of 60.0 ± 2.1 Ma
(Fig. 25a & b).
Monazite within sample CW16-34 occurs as inclusions within garnet and gedrite as well
as within the plagioclase-rich matrix. Monazite grains are euhedral to irregular, 40-100 μm in
length and show little to no elemental zoning. No correlation exists between morphology,
petrographic setting, and age. 4 spot analyses from rims and cores of 2 monazite inclusions in
garnet, yield 207Pb/206Pb ages ranging from 1356 ± 38 Ma to 1432 ± 42 Ma with a weighted
mean of 1392 ± 52 Ma (MSWD = 3.3). One spot analyses from a rim of a garnet inclusion yields
a 206Pb/238U age of 73.9 ± 6.3 Ma. 12 spot analyses of rims and cores of 5 monazite inclusions in
gedrite yield 207Pb/206Pb ages ranging from 1280 ± 29 Ma to 1464 ± 34 Ma with a weighted
mean of 1416 ± 19 Ma (MSWD = 3.7). 6 spot analyses from rims and core of 5 monazite
inclusions in gedrite yield a 206Pb/238U age distribution of 62.4 ± 5.2 Ma to 71.3 ± 5.8 Ma with a
weighted mean of 67.1 ± 3.6 Ma (MSWD = 1.5). Five spot analyses of 4 monazite grains with
the matrix yield 207Pb/206Pb ages ranging from 1238 ± 69 Ma to 1417 ± 30 Ma with a weighted
mean of 1393 ± 55 Ma (MSWD = 7.3). One spot analysis of a monazite rim within the matrix
yields a 206Pb/238U age of 67.6 ± 5.7 Ma. In all, these analyses reveal two generations of
monazite. 21 spot analyses from rims and cores of 12 grains reveal a 207Pb/206Pb age distribution
from 1238 ± 69 Ma to 1464 ± 34 Ma with a weighted mean of 1409 ± 14 Ma (MSWD=3.4). 8
spot analyses from rims and cores of 6 grains yield a 206Pb/238U age range from 62.4 ± 5.2 Ma to
73.9 ± 6.3 Ma with a weighted mean of 67.8 ± 3.0Ma (MSWD=1.6) (Fig. 25a, b, & c) (Table
29).
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(b)

(a)

(d)
(c)

(e)

Figure 25. Tera - Wasserburg plots of monazite data
from CW16-32 showing all populations (a), and the
old population (b); CW16-34 showing all populations
(c), old population (d) and young population (e).
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Summary of monazite geochronology
Analyses of monazite grains from the western Clearwater complex reveal two main
populations of grains, Proterozoic and Cretaceous. 74 grains yield Proterozic ages ranging from
~1.45 Ga to ~1.30 Ga. 59 of the grains are inclusions within garnet, five are inclusions in gedrite,
nine are matrix grains and one is a monazite separate. Five monazite inclusions within a single
cm-scale garnet yield Proterozoic ages of ~1.1 Ga. Over two thirds of the Proterozic ages are
from the orthoamphibolite sample south of Crater Peak. A little less than one third of the
Proterozoic ages are from the schist at Freezeout Ridge. The remaining four grains are from the
Kobbly-garnet schist north of Freezout Saddle (3) and the schist at Widow Mountain (1).
108 grains yield Cretaceous ages ranging from ~80 Ma to ~60 Ma. 56 of the grains are
monazite separates or matrix grains, 30 are inclusions in garnet, 13 are inclusions in kyanite, five
are inclusions in gedrite and four are inclusions in staurolite. About 40 percent of the Cretaceous
ages are from the schist along Freezout Ridge, roughly one third are from the schist at Widow
Mountain, and a fifth are from the knobbly-garnet schist north of Freezeout Saddle. Seven
Cretaceous grains are from the orthoamphibolite sample.
In summary, roughly two thirds of monazite grains analyzed in this study are Cretaceous
in age. Cretaceous monazite grains are more commonly located within the matrix than as
inclusions within garnet. However, all monazite inclusions within kyanite and staurolite
porphyroblasts are exclusively Cretaceous in age. In contrast, monazite grains that yield
Proterozoic ages are most commonly located within garnet porphyroblasts (Table 29) (See
appendix B & D).
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5.4 Phase equilibria modeling
CW16-11: Schist north of Freezeout saddle
In sample CW16-11, the peak mineral assemblage garnet + biotite + muscovite +
plagioclase + quartz + H2O ± rutile ± ilmenite occurs from 4.7-11.0 kbar and 565-670° C (Table
2) (Fig. 26a). The location of the ilmenite to rutile reaction line is sensitive to the choice of Fe2O3
and therefore cannot be used as a reliable P-T constraint. Calculated garnet isopleths of XFe and
XCa in this field are consistent with measured Fe (XFe =0.74-0.77) and Ca (XCa =0.03-0.08)
compositions. The calculated isopleths of XCa of plagioclase are broadly consistent with the
observed values (XCa = 0.18-0.20). The predicted XFe values for biotite, however, are lower than
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the observed values (0.57-0.41 vs. 0.60-0.63) indicating some retrograde equilibration. Based on
the observed assemblages and compositions of minerals that preserve their peak conditions, the
area bound by XFe(g) =0.74-0.77, XCa(g) =0.03-0.08 and the assemblage field, refines peak P-T
conditions of metamorphism to 4.7-7.4 kbar and 565-670° C (Fig. 26c).
The retrograde mineral assemblage, garnet + chlorite + biotite + muscovite + plagioclase
+ quartz +vH2O ± rutile ± ilmenite, occurs from 4.0 - 7.1 kbar and 500-570° C (Fig. 26a).
Calculated garnet isopleths for XFe are consistent with measured XFe concentrations of garnet
rims (XFe =0.76-0.77). Calculated XFe biotite isopleths are consistent with measured
compositions of biotite in the matrix (XFe = 0.60-0.63). The area bound by XFe(g), XFe(bi) and the
observed retrograde mineral assemblage constrains retrograde metamorphic conditions to 4.0-4.7
kbar and 550-562° C.
Mode isopleths indicate that garnet and biotite are pressure sensitive. From the peak
assemblage field to the retrograde assemblage field, garnet decreases from 6 to 2 mol%, and
biotite increases from 8 to 12 mol% (Fig. 26b). These results are consistent with the petrographic
observation of minor biotite and retrograde chlorite resorbing garnet porphyroblasts.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Figure 26. Pseudosection for sample CW16-11. (a) Labeled assemblage fields with peak assemblage
field shaded, peak composition field highlighted, and plagioclase, staurolite, sillimanite, and chlorite
in lines highlighted. Modal isopleths with peak assemblage field shaded, and peak composition field
highlighted for Grt (b) and Bt (c). Compositional isopleths with peak assemblage field shaded, peak
composition field highlighted and isopleths with the observed mineral chemistry of Grt t XFe = 0.740.77 (d), Grt XCa = 0.03-0.08 (e), Bi XFe=0.60-0.63 (f), and Pl XCa =0.18-0.20 (g) highlighted.
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CW16-6: Schist south of Widow Mountain
The peak mineral assemblage garnet + kyanite + biotite + plagioclase + quartz + rutile ±
muscovite ± paragonite of sample CW16-6 occurs from 6.6-9.9 kbar and 640-675°C (Table 2)
(Fig. 27). Calculated Ca and Fe garnet isopleths are consistent with measured XFe and XCa values,
with XFe= 0.68-0.72 and XCa = 0.02-0.06. The measured XCa value in plagioclase (XCa=0.140.17) is broadly consistent with the calculated XCa of plagioclase within the peak assemblage
field. The predicted XFe values for biotite are lower than the observed values (0.33-0.40 vs.
0.044-0.052). However, observed XFe values of biotite within the matrix were closer to
calculated values (XFe =0.44), while the XFe values of biotite adjacent to garnet are XFe= 0.510.52. Peak P-T conditions of metamorphism, refined by the observed mineral compositions of
XFe(g) = 0.72, XCa(g) = 0.07 and the observed peak mineral assemblage are 6.6-8.2 kbar and 640675°C (Fig. 27).
Garnet inclusions of staurolite and muscovite ± paragonite indicate a prograde mineral
assemblage of garnet + staurolite + biotite + plagioclase + muscovite ± paragonite + rutile ±
kyanite that occurs at ~7.8-8.5 kbar and 610-650°C. Calculated XFe garnet isopleths are
consistent with measured XFe values of garnet cores, where XFe = 0.73-0.75. The predicted Fe
values for staurolite are broadly consistent with the measured XFe values of 0.78-0.79. Prograde
P-T conditions of metamorphism, refined by the observed mineral composition of XFe(g)= 0.73
and the observed mineral assemblages, are ~8.0-8.2 kbar and 635-640°C (Fig. 27a).
The retrograde mineral assemblage of garnet + sillimanite + biotite + plagioclase +
ilmenite ± rutile occurs at 5.6-7.1 kbar and 635-678°C. Calculated isopleths of XFe(g) are
consistent with measured values of garnet rims (XFe =0.73-0.76). Calculated XCa isopleths for
garnet coincide with measured Ca values of 0.05-0.06 within the rims. Measured biotite values
are greater than calculated XFe biotite isopleths within the retrograde assemblage field (0.52-0.44
vs 0.40), inferring further retrograde equilibration.
Isopleths indicate that mode of garnet is pressure sensitive while the modes of staurolite
and kyanite are temperature sensitive. From the prograde assemblage field to the peak
assemblage field, garnet increases with increasing pressure from 6 mol% to 8 mol%. From the
peak assemblage field to the retrograde assemblage field, garnet decreases with decreasing
pressure from 8 mol% to 7 mol%. Biotite isopleths are generally consistent at 19 mol% across all
fields. Within the prograde assemblage field, staurolite mode isopleths decrease with increasing
temperature from 6 mol% to 2 mol%. From the prograde assemblage field to the peak
assemblage field, kyanite mode isopleths increase with increasing temperature from 1 mol% to 4
mol%. Kyanite reverts to sillimanite at approximately 6.4 - 6.7 kbar and 645 - 675°C. Within the
retrograde assemblage field, sillimanite stays consistent at 4 mol% (Fig. 27g). These results are
consistent with petrographic observations of staurolite found exclusively as inclusions within
garnet and kyanite reverting to sillimanite. In summary, these results suggest a clockwise P-T
path with prograde conditions at ~7.8 kbar and ~630°C, peak conditions at ~8 kbar and ~660°C,
and retrograde conditions at ~6 kbar and 650°C.
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(a)
(b)
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(c)
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(f)

(e)

Figure 27. Pseudosection for sample CW16-6. (a) Labeled assemblage fields with prograde, peak,
and retrograde assemblage fields shaded, with inferred P-T path, and plagioclase, kyanite,
staurolite, sillimanite and garnet in lines highlighted. Compositional isopleths with prograde, peak
and retrograde compositions shaded. Prograde, peak and retrograde assemblage fields deduced
from the observed mineral chemistry of Grt XFe = 0.68-0.72 (b); Grt XCa = 0.02-0.06(c); Bi XFe=0.440.52 (d), Pl XCa =0.14-0.17 (e) and St XFe = 0.78-0.79 (f).
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Figure 27g. Pseudosection for sample CW16-6. Modal isopleths with peak and retrograde
assemblages shaded.
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CW16-23 Schist at Freezeout Ridge
The peak mineral assemblage garnet + kyanite + staurolite + biotite + paragonite +
plagioclase +quartz + rutile occurs at 8.2-8.4 kbar and 640-655°C (Table 2) (Fig. 28a).
Calculated garnet isopleths of Ca and Fe and consistent with measured XFe and XCa values, with
XFe = 0.68-0.72 and XCa = 0.02-0.07. Calculated XCa plagioclase isopleths correspond to
measured XCa values of XCa = 0.07-0.08. Measured XFe values of XFe = 0.74-0.76 of staurolite
cores are consistent with calculated isopleths. Calculated biotite isopleths are lower than the
measured XFe values (0.32 vs. 0.38-0.40), inferring retrograde equilibration. Peak P-T conditions
of metamorphism, refined by the observed mineral compositions of XFe(g) = 0.68, XCa(g) = 0.03,
Xca(pl ) = 0.08, XFe(St) = 0.74 and the observed peak mineral assemblage are 8.2-8.3 kbar and
~650°C (Fig. 28).
Post-peak condition late stage retrograde equilibration occurred with late Fe-Mg
exchange. Observed XFe values of staurolite rims (XFe = 0.79), and measured XFe values of biotite
(XFe= 0.38-0.40) indicate that retrograde equilibration occurred over the broad range of 5-7 kbar
and 600-680°C (Fig. 28).
Isopleths indicate that across the peak assemblage field, mode of garnet and staurolite are
pressure sensitive, mode of kyanite is temperature sensitive and mode of biotite is consistent and
does not change. Across the peak assemblage field, with increasing pressure, garnet increases
from 2 mol% to 3 mol% and staurolite decreases from 4 mol% to 1 mol%. With increasing
temperature, kyanite increases from 1 mol% to 2 mol% (Fig. 28g). Across the peak assemblage
field, biotite stays consistently at 6 mol%. In summary, peak metamorphic conditions occurred at
~8.2 kbar and 650°C with near isothermal decompression causing retrograde equilibration at
around ~6 kbar and 650°C.
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(a)
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Figure 28. Pseudosection for sample CW16-23. (a) Labeled assemblage fields with peak assemblage
field shaded, and garnet, biotite, plagioclase, staurolite, kyanite, staurolite, sillimanite in lines
highlighted. Compositional isopleths with peak assemblage field and peak compositional field
highlighted. Peak compositional field constrained by the observed mineral chemistry of XFe = 0.680.72 (b), Grt XCa = 0.02-0.07 (c), Bi XFe=0.38-0.40 (d), Pl XCa =0.07-0.08 (e) and St XFe = 0.74-0.79 (f).
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Grt mol fraction

Bi mol fraction

St mol fraction

Ky mol fraction

Figure 28g. Pseudosection for sample CW16-23 with modal isopleths.
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CW16-34 Orthoamphibolite south of Crater Peak
The peak mineral assemblage garnet + kyanite + chlorite + gedrite + plagioclase + quartz
+ rutile occurs at 7-10kbar to 660-750°C (Table 2) (Fig 29.). The P-T constraints are based on a
FMASH (FeO-MgO-Al2O3-SiO2-H2O) petrographic grid of average cordierite orthoamphibolite
gneiss (Diener et al., 2008). For the field with the peak mineral assemblage of garnet + kyanite +
orthoamphibolite + quartz + H2O, the upper and lower pressure limits are constrained by the
reaction lines of garnet + talc = kyanite + orthoamphibolite and orthoamphibolite + talc +
kyanite = cordierite, respectively. The upper and lower temperatures are constrained by the
reaction lines of orthoamphibolite + garnet = orthopyroxene + kyanite and orthoamphibolite +
kyanite = garnet + chlorite, respectively (Fig. 29).
Cm-scale garnet porphyroblasts contain inclusions of kyanite, with gedrite forming
exclusively within the matrix, often wrapping around garnet. These observations indicate that
prograde metamorphism occurred within the kyanite stability field and outside the gedrite
stability field at ~6.8-7kbar and 650-675°C. Garnet rims have slightly higher XFe values
compared to cores (0.64 vs. ~0.66). In addition, biotite within the matrix shows lower XFe values
compared to biotite inclusions in garnet (0.36 vs. 0.41), indicating late Fe-Mg exchange.
In summary, these results indicate that sample CW16-34 experienced a clockwise P-T
path with prograde conditions of ~7kbar and ~660°C, peak conditions of ~8.5kbar and ~700°C,
followed by late Fe-Mg exchange during retrograde equilibration.
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Oam + ky + grt

Figure 29. FMASH petrographic grid with quartz and H2O in excess of an average cordieriteorthoamphibolite-gneiss. The peak mineral assemblage of sample CW16-34, orthoamphibolite +
kyanite + garnet shaded in red and bounded by reactions: oam ta ky = cd, oam ta ky = chl, g ta
=oam ky and oam g =opx ky (modified from Diener et al., 2008). The phases and phase
abbreviations included in this grid include: andalusite (and) aluminum silicate (als), chlorite (chl),
chloritoid (ctd), cordierite (cd), cummingtonite (cu), garnet (g), kyanite (ky), orthoamphibole (oam),
orthopyroxene (opx), staurolite (st), sillimanite (sill) and talc (ta).
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6. Discussion
Pre-Belt Supergroup schist
Within the western external zone of the Clearwater core complex, the Grandmother
Mountain tectonic block contains exposures of highly deformed and heterogeneous schist of
Grandmother Mountain. Previously mapped is the Prichard formation (Heitanen, 1963b), the
schist is interleaved with Paleoproterozoic orthogneiss, and exhibits complex folding that often
incorporates felsic pegmatites. In areas with multi-generational folds, the schist grades to
strongly banded paragneiss. In addition, the schist of Grandmother Mountain commonly contains
gneissic lenses similar in texture and mineralogy to the orthogneiss. To determine the origin of
the schist of Grandmother Mountain, U-Pb zircon analyses was conducted on a sample of the
schist in addition to two gneissic lenses within the schist.
Sample CW16-11 was collected from a characteristic outcropping of the knobbly garnet,
two-mica schist of Grandmother Mountain (Fig. 11). The schist was originally mapped as the
Prichard formation; however, the schist of Grandmother Mountain possesses a distinctly older
detrital zircon population. A large population of ages within the North American magmatic gap
(1610 - 1490 Ma) is characteristic of the lower Belt Supergroup. Derived from an unknown
craton (?) west of Laurentia, non-North American grains are typically absent from rocks
predating the Belt (Ross and Villeneuve, 2003). The Prichard formations detrital zircon
population is dominantly non-North American zircon grains (Ross and Villeneuve, 2003).
In contrast, the schist of Grandmother Mountain lacks any grains within the North American
magmatic gap. This inconsistency infers that the schist of Grandmother Mountain cannot be
schist of the Prichard formation. The quartzites analyzed in this study contain detrital zircon
populations with greater similarities to sample CW16-11 than the Prichard formation. However,
sample CW16-11 contains a detrital zircon population with a dominant PaleoproterozoicNeoarchean peak, while the quartzites show a dominant Mesoproterozoic-Paleoproterozoic peak.
The schist of Grandmother Mountain is also unique from the quartzite units in that it contains a
distinctly different mineralogy. Based on the unique detrital zircon population and mineralogy of
the schist of Grandmother Mountain, it is interpreted that the provenance sediment was locally
derived from the underlying 2.6 Ga orthogneiss, 1.86 Ga orthogneiss and 1.79 anorthosite, and
deposited over a limited region preceding the deposition of the Belt Supergroup, possibly before
or contemporaneously with the quartzite units of this study.
To determine the protolith of the gneissic lenses within the schist of Grandmother
Mountain, samples from lenses at Widow Mountain (CW16-42) and Crater Peak (CW17-5) were
collected and analyzed. The analyzed lenses occur within foliated outcrops of the schist of
Grandmother Mountain, and are identical to one another, containing plagioclase, quartz, biotite
and trace muscovite, with micas showing preferred orientation parallel to the foliation of the
rock. Similarities of the gneissic lenses in both texture and mineralogy to the proximal
orthogneiss formed an early hypotheses that the gneissic lenses were lenses of ~1860 Ma
orthogneiss. Geochronological analysis of sample CW16-42 yields two zircon populations at
~2600 Ma and ~1800 Ma with the youngest grain being 1743 ± 18 Ma. Zircon grains from this
sample often contain ~2600 Ma cores with ~1800 Ma overgrowths. This overgrowth pattern is
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consistent with the ~1860 Ma orthogneiss, however, the youngest grain reported for the
orthogneiss is 1837 ± 8 Ma (Vervoort et al., 2015). This discrepancy of young grains suggests
that sample CW16-42 is younger than the proximally located orthogneiss. Zircon grains from
sample CW17-5 lack any variance in age from core to rim, and possess an even distribution of
ages ranging from 1886 ± 19 Ma to 3260 ± 37 Ma. The lack of a distinct population of zircon
grains infers that the zircon population may be detrital. The schist of Grandmother Mountain, in
which the gneissic lenses are located, yields a detrital zircon population with peaks at ~1900 Ma
and ~2600 Ma and the youngest grain being 1706 ± 99 Ma. Based on similarities of zircon ages
between the gneissic lenses and the schist of Grandmother Mountain, the lenses are interpreted to
be paragneiss lenses of the schist of Grandmother Mountain.
Pre-Belt Supergroup quartzite
Three of the quartzite samples analyzed in this study (CW17-8, CW17-9 & 16RL168B),
were collected from large exposures of quartzite that crop out along mountain ridges. These
quartzite units are part of the Lookout Mountain tectonic block and directly overlie basement
schist and orthogneiss. Samples 15CM-35 and CW16-4 crop out within the Cornwall Creek
block as small exposures within heavily vegetated terrane. The five quartzite samples analyzed in
this study yield detrital zircon populations with a primary peak at ~1900-1800 and a smaller peak
at ~2600 Ma. These quartzite units lack a significant population of ages within the North
American magmatic gap (1610 - 1490 Ma). Where the contact is visible, the feldspar-poor
quartzite rests unconformably on the crystalline basement. Previously mapped as the Prichard
formation or overlying Ravalli formation of the basal Belt Supergroup (Hietanen, 1963b), the
quartzite units in this study contain a detrital zircon signature distinctly older than rocks of the
Belt Supergroup. Rocks of the Lower Belt Supergroup, located along the western margin of the
Belt basin, are commonly feldspathic and do not directly overlie basement rocks (Lewis et al.,
2010). In addition, the detrital zircon population of the lower Belt yields a main peak at ~1600
Ma, with the youngest detrital grains being between 1500 - 1400 Ma (Ross and Villeneuve,
2003; Lewis et al., 2010). Due to the lack of non-North American grains, lack of feldspar and the
stratigraphic position overlying basement rocks, the quartzite units analyzed in this study are
interpreted not to belong to the lower Belt Supergroup.
The detrital zircon population of the quartzite samples analyzed in this study is most
similar to the Neihart formation of western Montana (Mueller et al., 2016) (Fig. 30). Located
west of the study area within the Little Belt Mountains, the Neihart formation marks the contact
of the basal Belt Supergroup with the underlying crystalline basement of the Great Falls tectonic
zone (Freeman and Winston, 1987; Schieber et al., 1989; Ross and Villeneuve, 2003; Mueller et
al., 2016). The detrital zircon population of the Neihart displays a primary peak from ~19001700 Ma and a smaller Neoarchean to Mesoarchean signature. The youngest detrital grain within
the Neihart is 1761 ± 25 Ma (Mueller et al., 2016). Deposited within the Helena embayment of
the Great Falls tectonic zone, the ~250-meter thick mature quartz arenite is dominantly
composed of monocrystalline quartz (85% - 90%), with the upper section containing layers of
silty to micaceous shale (Mueller et al., 2016). The Neihart formation is interpreted to be either a
nearshore, fluvial deposit composed of reworked eolian sediment (Schieber et al., 1989), or a
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Figure 30. Detrital zircon probability density plots for quartzite samples CW16-4, CW17-8, CW179, 15CM-35 and 16RL168B, in addition to the Revett and Prichard formations of the Belt
Supergroup from Ross and Villeneuve (2003), the pre-Belt Neihart formation from Mueller et al.
(2016), a pre-Belt quartzite from the eastern Clearwater complex (Guevera, 2012) and the
Razorback quartzite (Wang et al., 2015). The five quartzite samples in this study show detrital
zircon populations with ages between ~1700 and 1900 Ma, in addition to a PaleoproterozoicArchean population. These data are most similar to sample CW11-120, the Razorback and the
Neihart formation. The Revett and Prichard formations both have peaks at ~1600 Ma.
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widespread sheet sandstone that cover much of the region (Winston et al., 1989). Regionally,
there are several other quartzite units that have been correlated to the Neihart formation. Some of
these formations include quartzite units from within the eastern external zone of the Clearwater
complex (Guevara, 2012), and the Razorback quartzite (Buddington et al., 2016) located in the
Priest River complex in Northern Idaho.
Detrital zircon signatures from proximal quartzite units east of the study area, within the
eastern external zone of the Clearwater complex, show the main peak at 1800 Ma, smaller
Paleoproterozoic to Neo-Archean peaks, and few grains that are Mesoarchean to Paleoarchean.
The youngest grains from these samples are between ~1700-1550 Ma. The coarse-grained,
feldspar poor quartzite units are interpreted to be part of a widespread eolian sandstone,
deposited unconformably onto crystalline basement rocks (Guevara, 2012).
The Razorback quartzite is located northwest of the study area, within the Priest River
complex of northern Idaho. Detrital zircon data from two sample locations show two main peaks
at 1800 Ma and 2650 Ma, with the youngest grains yielding ages of 1727 Ma and 1768 Ma
(Wang et al., 2015; Buddington et al., 2016). Characterized as a white to gray, massive to layered
orthoquartzite, the feldspar poor Razorback quartzite contains roughly 10% muscovite that
defines the foliation of the rock interpreted to be relic silty inter-beds (Buddington et al., 2016).
Based on detrital zircon data, and stratigraphic relationships, the Razorback quartzite correlates
to the Neihart formation to the east (Buddington et al., 2016).
Three of the quartzite samples examined in this study, the quartzite samples within the
eastern Clearwater complex, the Razorback quartzite, and the Neihart formation all
unconformably overlie basement rocks. In addition, all samples discussed in this section are
chiefly composed of quartz with little to no feldspar and have similar detrital zircon populations
with only subtle differences (Fig. 30). Differences in the detrital zircon signitures include the
presence of several detrital grains of ~1600-1550 Ma within quartzite along the western margin
of the Belt Basin, that are absent from quartzite unites to the north and east. Furthermore, detrital
zircon signitures of some samples yield a primary peak of ~1800 Ma while others exhibit a peak
at ~1880 Ma. These differences could be a reflection of variable sediment provenance and
depositional environment across the basin through time, resulting in lateral and vertical
heterogeneity of the detrital zircon populations. In summary, due to the stratigraphic positioning,
mineralogy, and detrital zircon populations, the quartzite units within the western external zone
of the Clearwater complex are interpreted to be part of the widespread sheet sandstone that
covered much of the region prior to the deposition of the Belt Supergroup.
Proterozoic metamorphism
The rocks exposed in the western external zone of the Clearwater complex contain
evidence of multiple metamorphic events ranging from the Proterozoic to the CretaceousEocene. Due to the poly-metamorphism of rocks within the complex, minerals with different
closure temperatures and in different petrographic settings may record separate metamorphic
events. In addition, equilibration volumes of the rocks may not reflect total re-equilibration
during peak metamorphism in the Cretaceous. More likely, the rocks (especially at Freezeout
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Ridge and south of Crater Peak), only partially re-equilibrated during the Cretaceous. Phase
equilibria modeling works on the assumption that the bulk rock geochemistry reflects the
chemistry of the rock in equilibrium. In order to make inferences of the P-T conditions of peak
metamorphism the assumption was made that the bulk rock chemistry of analyzed samples
reflects the chemistry of the rock in equilibrium.
Rocks with large cm-scale garnets best preserve the record of Proterozoic metamorphism.
Analyses from this study reveal that monazite inclusions in garnet are dominantly Proterozoic,
corresponding to complimentary research revealing all garnet porphyroblast within the
Clearwater complex to be Proterozoic in age (Zirakparvar et al., 2010; Nesheim et al., 2011;
McDonie, 2018; personal communication). Proterozoic metamorphism at ~1.40-1.30 Ga is
preserved by monazite inclusions in garnet within orthoamphibolite south of Crater Peak, as well
as within sparse monazite inclusions in garnet at Freezeout ridge, north of Freezeout Saddle and
at Widow Mountain (Fig. 11). The orthoamphibolite south of Crater Peak contains the greatest
population of Proterozoic grains. Over 40 monazite grains within inclusion clusters in garnet
porphyroblasts 1.5-4-cm in diameter, as well as five monazite inclusions in gedrite, yield ages of
~1.40-1.30 Ga. The schist at Freezeout Ridge contains the second largest population of
Proterozoic monazite. 14 monazite grains within an inclusion cluster in a garnet porphyroblast
1.5-cm in diameter, yield ages of ~1.38 Ga, additionally, a single core of a monazite separate
yields an age of ~1.30 Ga. North of Freezeout saddle the ~1.40-1.30 Ga event is preserved only
within monazite inclusions of garnet >7mm in diameter. Cores and one rim of 3 monazite yield
an age of ~1.35 Ga. At Widow Peak, a single spot analysis of a monazite inclusion in garnet
yields an age of ~1.37 Ga.
Previous studies have documented a 1.4-1.3 Ga metamorphic event through Lu-Hf dating
of garnet porphyroblasts from the Clearwater and Priest River complexes. Within the Clearwater
complex, the 1.4-1.3 Ga event is preserved at Clarkia, Snow Peak and within the western
external zone (Fig. 11). At Clarkia, cm-scale garnet from garnet-kyanite-mica schist of the
Wallace formation yields an age of 1.35 Ga. Northeast of the study area at Snow Peak, a garnet
core from fine grained garnet-mica schist of the Wallace formation, reveals a Lu-Hf age of 1.31
Ga (Nesheim et al., 2011). Preliminary Lu-Hf garnet analyses reveal garnet within the schist of
Grandmother Mountain from the western external zone of the Clearwater complex to be 1.4-1.3
Ga (McDonie, 2018; personal communication). In addition, the 1.4-1.3 Ga event is preserved
within small garnets from the Prichard schist within the Priest River complex (Fig. 1)
(Zirakparvar et al., 2010). The 1.4-1.3 Ga event preserved within garnet porphyroblasts is
attributed to the magmatism and partial melting that accompanied renewed subsidence of the
Belt-basin during the Kootenay orogeny (Doughty and Chamberlain., 1996; Zirakparvar et al.,
2010; Nesheim et al., 2011).
The widespread preservation of 1.4-1.3 Ga monazite inclusions in garnet porphyroblasts
indicates that the schist of Grandmother Mountain exposed within the western Clearwater
complex experienced a high-grade metamorphic event likely related to the Kootenai orogeny.
The greater abundance of 1.4 -1.3 Ga grains within the orthoamphibolite and schist at Freezeout
Ridge in the southwest part of the complex, relative to the few number of Proterozoic grains in
the northeast part of the complex, may be a reflection of a stronger Cretaceous overprinting in
the northeast. The orthoamphibolite south of Crater Peak contains the greatest number of
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Proterozic grains. A possible reason for this is that the orthoamphibolite was not subjected to the
same level of Cretaceous overprinting experienced by other lithologies. Alternatively, the
dominantly Proterozoic population of monazite may be a result of biased sampling. The majority
of grains analyzed were inclusions within garnet, which typically armors monazite from
successive metamorphic event. Hence, it is likely that because monazite grains from the
orthoamphibolite are dominantly inclusions, the sampling was biased towards older grains.
The orthoamphibolite sample contains five concordant monazite grains that yield a
weighted mean of 1085 ± 84 Ma. The grains are randomly distributed within an inclusion cluster
in a garnet porphyroblast 4-cm in diameter. Nowhere else in the study area is the ~1.1 Ga
population of monazite found. However, ~1.1 Ga garnet porphyroblasts are documented at
Clarkia, Goat Mountain, Snow Peak (Fig. 11) and within the schist of Grandmother Mountain
(Zirakparvar et al., 2010; Nesheim et al., 2011; McDonie, 2018; personal communication).
Zirakparvar (2010) and Nesheim (2011) suggest that these garnet porphyroblasts record a
Grenville aged event that occurred over a broad region along northwest Laurentia during the
final assembly of Rodinia. The presences of the ~1.1 Ga population of monazite within the
orthoamphibolite, in addition to the garnet ages throughout the complex, suggest that the rocks
within the Clearwater complex experienced a metamorphic event ~1.1 Ga. However, the sparse
presence of ~1.1 Ga monazite exclusively within the orthoamphibolite, indicate that this event
may have had a limited effect on only select lithologies.
Orthoamphibolite
The unique monazite populations and mineralogy of the orthoamphibolite collected south
of Crater Peak (Fig. 11) warrants a brief discussion of possible origins for this rock. The
orthoamphibolite outcrops as a heterogeneous exposure containing alternating layers of
orthogneiss, migmatite, pegmatite and orthoamphibolite (Fig. 14). Samples were collected from
an orthoamphibolite rich section containing kyanite porphyroblasts and large cm-scale garnet
porphyroblasts. A small population of ~1.1 Ga monazite grains is documented within the
orthoamphibolite and nowhere else within the complex. In addition, the gedrite rich mineralogy
of the orthoamphibolite is completely unique within the complex. Orthoamphibolite rocks are
interpreted to be metasomatized oceanic mafic crust (Burger et al., 2004; Diener et al., 2008).
This protolith is distinctly different than the deep marine sedimentary protoliths of metapelites
prevalent throughout the Clearwater. Given the complicated structure of the Clearwater complex,
it is likely that the orthoamphibolite is a tectonic sliver of some other basement lithology, which
preserves a unique metamorphic history, and was interleaved with schist of Grandmother
Mountain and Prichard formation likely during a Proterozic deformational event (Fig. 2).
Cretaceous metamorphism
Peak metamorphism of the rocks exposed within the Clearwater complex occurred 60-80
Ma at upper amphibolite conditions. Monazite grains within all petrographic settings throughout
the Clearwater complex record Cretaceous metamorphism. This event is most prevalent in the
northeast part of the complex near Widow Mountain, where monazite is almost exclusively
Cretaceous with an average age of ~70 Ma.
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Within pelitic rocks at Widow Mountain, Cretaceous monazite grains occur with garnet
and kyanite porphyroblasts as well as within the matrix. Monazite inclusions within garnet yield
ages on average ranging from ~75-70 Ma. Monazite inclusions within kyanite yield ages on
average ranging from ~71-69 Ma. Monazite grains within the matrix yield ages on average
ranging from ~77-63 Ma. This data is supported by petrographic observations of garnet
inclusions within kyanite, in addition to inclusions of matrix grains of quartz, biotite and
muscovite in kyanite and garnet porphyroblasts. P-T analyses indicate a clockwise P-T path with
prograde conditions at ~7.8 kbar and ~630°C, peak conditions at ~8 kbar and ~660°C, and
retrograde conditions at ~6 kbar and 650°C. Petrographic observations found that kyanite grew
during peak metamorphism. The result of the petrochronologic analyses indicate that peak
metamorphism of the pelitic rocks exposed at Widow occurred ~71-69 Ma at ~8 kbar and
~660°C.
At Freezeout Ridge, Cretaceous metamorphism is recorded by monazite inclusions within
garnet, kyanite, and staurolite porphyroblasts as well as within matrix grains. Only 6 of 20
monazite inclusions in garnet yield a Cretaceous age. In addition, preliminary Lu-Hf garnet data
indicate that garnet porphyroblasts, or at least the cores of garnet porphyroblasts at Freezeout
Ridge are Proterozoic in age (Baldwin, 2016; personal communication). The mixed ages of
monazite inclusions in garnet may indicate that old garnet porphyroblasts possess young rims.
Another possibility, however, is that some monazite inclusions along edges of garnet and within
cracks were reset during Cretaceous metamorphism, and that the garnets are largely Proterozoic.
While U-Th-Pb monazite geochronometers are sensitive and easily reset, Lu-Hf garnet
geochronometers have closure temperatures of > 900°C (Anczkiewicz et al., 2007; Smit et al.,
2013). P-T analyses from this study indicate that the rocks at Freezeout Ridge experienced peak
metamorphic temperatures of 650°C during the Cretaceous. Thus, although monazite inclusions
in garnet yield Cretaceous ages, it is likely that the garnet porphyroblasts formed during a
Proterozoic event. In contrast to the mixed ages of monazite inclusions in garnet, all 5 monazite
inclusions in kyanite, and 4 inclusions in staurolite yield Cretaceous ages. Monazite inclusions
within both garnet and kyanite record Cretaceous metamorphism at ~70 Ma, while monazite
inclusions in staurolite yield an average age of 74 Ma. Monazite grains within the matrix, as well
as monazite separates yield an average age of 68 Ma. P-T analyses indicate that peak
metamorphic conditions occurred at ~8.2 kbar and 650°C within the kyanite and staurolite
stability fields. The petrographic observation of kyanite forming around staurolite, in addition to
the geochrologic data revealing staurolite to have formed before kyanite indicates that the rocks
reached peak metamorphic conditions with both kyanite and staurolite being stable, ~70 Ma at
~8.2 kbar and 650°C. In addition, the similarities in ages of matrix grains and monazite separates
indicate that the majority of monazite separates formed within the matrix.
The knobbly-garnet two-mica schist north of Freezeout saddle contains only
porphyroblasts of garnet. Monazite inclusions within garnets porphyroblasts smaller than 7-mm
in diameter, and within rims of larger garnets record the Cretaceous metamorphic event at ~65
Ma. Monazite grains within the matrix yield an average age of ~70 Ma, and monazite separates
yield an average age of 64 Ma. Monazite grains within the matrix occur directly adjacent to
garnet porphyroblasts, and are smaller in size then the monazite separates. The discrepancy in
ages and sizes between monazite matrix grains and monazite separates may indicate different
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petrographic settings. The results of the petrochronologic analyses indicate that peak
metamorphism occurred ~68 Ma at 4.7-7.4 kbar and 565-670° C
Within the orthoamphibolite south of Crater Peak, Cretaceous metamorphism is almost
completely absent from monazite inclusions in garnet. One grain located in the rim of a garnet
porphyroblast yields an age of ~74 Ma and another yields an age of ~ 60 Ma. 5 monazite
inclusions within gedrite, and one rim of a matrix grain yield an age of ~68 Ma. The analyses
suggest that Cretaceous metamorphism of the orthoamphibolite occurred over an extended
period. The limited number of grains that yield a Cretaceous age is likely due to bias in the
number of matrix monazite analyzed, as large garnets dominate the thin sections. The P-T
constraints likely reflect the conditions of Proterozic metamorphism due to the abundance of
Proterozoic grains in both garnet and gedrite. However, the mineralogy of the orthoamphibolite
would not have changed during Cretaceous metamorphism. Hence, it is probable that Cretaceous
metamorphism of the orthoamphibolite ~74-60 Ma occurred at 6.5-10 kbar and 650-750°C.
Sample CW16-39 was collected from Widow Mountain to gain a proxy for the timing of
crystallization of the prolific pegmatite intrusions throughout the schist of Grandmother
Mountain at this location. Analysis revealed two distinct generations of zircon grains at ~65 Ma
and ~1830 Ma. Two of the grains and one core yield Paleoproterozoic-Archean ages, with the
remaining grains being Cretaceous in age. This sample is interpreted to be a satellite of the Idaho
batholith to the south that intruded the rocks at this location during peak metamorphism in the
Cretaceous. The older grains and core are interpreted to be xenocrysts of the surrounding country
rocks. The Idaho batholith, located approximately 20 miles south of Lookout Mountain (Fig. 4),
was emplaced during magmatism and crustal thickening associated with the Sevier-Laramide
orogeny. Crystallization of the batholith occurred 80-50 Ma (Mueller at al., 1995; Gaschig et al.,
2010), contemporaneous to the timing of pegmatite intrusion at Widow Mountain. Based on
proximity and coinciding ages, the pegmatite is interpreted to be a satellite of the Idaho batholith.
Cretaceous metamorphism began ~85-73 Ma and continued until ~60 Ma. Extended
metamorphism from ~85-60 Ma affected the rocks of Widow Mountain and Freezeout Ridge,
while metamorphism of rocks south of Crater Peak and north of Freezeout Saddle occurred from
~73-60 Ma. These constraints correspond to crystallization age of the pegmatite at Widow
Mountain. These results indicate that peak metamorphism of the western Clearwater complex
was triggered by crustal thickening coincident with magmatism, due to the development of the
Sevier-Laramide orogen.
7. Conclusions
U-Pb detrital zircon analyses identify a pre-Belt metapelite interleaved with basement
rocks and underlying the Belt-Supergroup. The distribution of these rocks within the Clearwater
complex implies a previously unrecognized, locally dynamic depositional environment predating the deposition of the Belt along the western margin of Laurentia. The documentation of a
clean quartzite correlative to the Neihart formation indicates that the widespread sheet sandstone
covering much of Laurentia extended further west than previously known. Given the age and
location of these metasedimentary rocks, they hold potential as a source material for younger
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deposits. The age constraints provided through this research can help establish any contribution
the Proterozoic lithologies provided and aid in clarifying the nature of those younger deposits.
Prior studies documented a Proterozoic event 1.4-1.3 Ga through Lu-Hf garnet
geochronology within the Wallace formation to the west and northeast of the study area, and
within the internal zone at Goat Mountain. The timing of this event correlates to metamorphism
and deformation along the western margin of Laurentia during the Kootenai orogeny.
Documentation of this event through U-Pb monazite dating within the western external zone of
the Clearwater complex expands the known spatial extent of this event. In addition, this study, in
comparison to previous Lu-Hf garnet analyses, demonstrates the usefulness of using both
monazite and garnet geochronometers. Because monazite and garnet have different closure
temperatures, using them in tandem can help to tell a more complete story of the metamorphic
history. For example, garnet is more likely to preserve evidence of older events while monazite
is easily reset and will record the extent of the younger events.
Cretaceous metamorphism is historically known to have affected the rocks of the
Clearwater complex, however, this research was able to provide higher resolution constraints on
the P-T–t conditions of that event. Phase equilibria modeling coupled with U-Th-Pb monazite
geochronology constrained peak metamorphism at 7-8 kbar and 660°C from 85-60 Ma. The
timing of the peak metamorphic event corresponds with a felsic pegmatite age of ~65 Ma. Peak
metamorphism is attributed to the development of the over thickened hinterland during the
Sevier-Laramide orogeny and associated magmatism.
The Clearwater metamorphic core complex in northern Idaho exposes rocks that record a
unique multi-episodic history ranging from the Proterozoic to Cretaceous-Eocene. Given the
location of the Clearwater complex on the rifted western margin of Laurentia, the insights
offered through this research aid the Clearwater in being a useful piercing point for
reconstruction models of the Rodinian Supercontinent.
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Appendix A: Zircon BSE images and spot locations
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Appendix B: Monazite BSE maps, elemental maps and spot locations
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Appendix C: U-Pb zircon geochronology data
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Appendix D: U-Th-Pb monazite geochronology data
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